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Japanese women are popularly viewed as passive, selfless and 
dedicated completely to their husbands and families. Japanese expatriate 
wives seem to fit this picture. However, studies show that women are 
undergoing a quiet revolution in Japan. Life is becoming more diverse, and 
women are discovering their individual way in career, marriage and meanings 
in life. Why do some women risk disrupting their careers and social networks 
to follow their husbands to Hong Kong? 
Previous studies have shown that expatriate communities tend to 
become socially segregated from the host society, and the notion of Japanese 
homogeneity makes re-entry difficult for overseas sojourners. To what extent 
can Japanese women adapt to Hong Kong? How does their experience in 
Hong Kong change their views of themselves and their society? How do their 
changed views continue to affect them after their return to Japan? 
There is a heated debate on whether Japanese women are 
constrained and marginalized by their domestic-oriented roles as daughters, 
wives and mothers, or whether they manipulate the discourses to enjoy 
freedom that men cannot enjoy. By exploring how Japanese women negotiate 
their priorities throughout different stages of their experience with Hong Kong, 
I hope this thesis can make a contextual analysis of women's agency. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Objective 
In this thesis, I look at Japanese expatriate wives who accompany their 
husbands to Hong Kong. I investigate these women's decision to come to 
Hong Kong, their adaptations and views of women in Hong Kong and their re-
adaptation to Japanese society after return. By exploring how they react to 
different situations in two societies, I will try to reveal how women negotiate 
their priorities. 
In an era when Japanese women's status is changing rapidly and 
women are enjoying more opportunities to negotiate their own priorities, why 
do some women risk disrupting their careers and social networks to follow 
their husbands to Hong Kong? While studies show that there is a social 
segregation of the expatriate community from the host society, to what extent 
can Japanese women adapt to Hong Kong and how does their experience in 
Hong Kong change their views of themselves and their society? The notion of 
Japanese homogeneity still lingers and makes re-entry difficult for overseas 
sojourners. How do their changed views as a result of their overseas 
experience continue to affect them after their return to Japan? 
By examining the myth of passive follower, I examine what factors 
make expatriate wives leave their social network to follow their husband to 
Hong Kong. By exploring their lives in Hong Kong, I look at the challenges 
they face when they arrived in Hong Kong, find out how they adapted to Hong 
Kong as housewives and how they evaluate women in Hong Kong. By 
following them back to Japan, I examine the reverse culture shock they face 
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in an era of globalization, and how they re-adapt to Japanese society where 
Japanese homogeneity is still widely believed. 
As Japanese government and media hailed internationalization in the 
past few decades, I seek to provide a more up-to-date picture of expatriate 
wives' lives in Hong Kong. By exploring how Japanese women negotiate 
priorities throughout different stages of their experience with Hong Kong, I 
hope this thesis can also shed light on the studies of Japanese women's 
agency. 
1.2 Why Expatriate Wives? 
In literatures on skilled labour migration in Japan, there is a "trailing 
spouse syndrome" (Yeoh and Khoo 1998:117) that assumes women follow 
their husbands to be relocated within or outside Japan. Japanese women are 
either underrepresented in literature or are "subsumed as passive followers 
and dependents of their husbands" (Thang et ai 2002). In a society where 
promotion is still largely based on seniority, this gives an image that women 
(especially those married to salarymen) are more vulnerable and are ready to 
sacrifice their established career or neighborhood network for their husband's 
career advancement. When compared to American or Hong Kong women 
who are less likely to sacrifice their career and return home for their husbands, 
it seems that Japanese women are suffering more from gender discrimination. 
However, that is only part of the picture. Some studies have argued 
that men are under tighter control by Japanese society than women. Studies 
have shown that men are largely confined to old established norms and codes 
of traditional hierarchical society, and are required to have full commitment to 
work (Iwao 1993). Thus, when a salaryman is confronted with an overseas 
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work assignment, he has no choice but to accept. On the other hand, his wife 
may have some leeway to negotiate. According to the statistic of the Ministry 
of Health Labour and Welfare of Japan in 2004\ there are over 317,000 
single posting {tanshin funirF) within and outside Japan. This large number of 
husbands leaving their families behind show that women are not necessarily 
tied to their husbands. If that is the case, what factors make wives of 
expatriate workers follow their husbands to Hong Kong? 
Expatriate wives are sometimes expected to be the "cultural defenders 
and carriers of their families and nations" (Yeoh et al 2000:153). In her thesis 
The Experience of Japanese Wives in Hong Kong: The Reproduction of a 
Conservative Social Patterns, Nakano (1995) suggests that Japanese 
expatriate wives keep conservative cultural practices and live in isolation 
within the Japanese community. However, after rapid social and economic 
changes in the past decade, the status of women in Japan has changed a 
great deal. The domestic ideal has weakened and women have more leeway 
to negotiate their own priorities. Has the Japanese expatriate community in 
Hong Kong changed accordingly? How do they evaluate the status of Hong 
Kong women vis-a-vis their status of Japanese expatriate wives? 
Although Japan has welcomed globalization and internationalization in 
recent years, the notion of homogeneity remains influential. Much popular 
literature still uses Japanese cultural traits to contrast with other societies and 
disseminate the role model of "standard Japanese" who treasure group 
harmony more than personal belief. Returnee problems had once been a 
‘Th is statistic is taken from the website of the Ministry of Health Labour and Welfare of Japan, 
http://\vww.mhlw.go.jp/toukei/itiran/roudQu/iikan/svurou/04/index.html 
2 Tanshin funin, literally meaning single posting, usually refers to a married man being relocated to 
another place while leaving his family behind. 
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heated topic. Returnees suffered from a sense of isolation and a feeling that 
they were not accepted because they behaved "differently"^. Are expatriate 
wives nowadays agonized by the conflict between going foreign and 
remaining Japanese? How can they mediate the reverse culture shock and 
re-adapt to Japanese society? 
1.3 Why Hong Kong? 
Hong Kong occupies a peculiar place in the Japanese imagination of 
overseas cities. It is attractive to Japanese for many reasons. Geographically, 
it is located in Asia and is only three to four hours flight from Japan. Since 
Japanese and Chinese have similar faces, Japanese are less likely to stick 
out as when they are among Caucasians. Historically, due to the colonial rule 
of Hong Kong, the territory had developed ties and friendship with Japan as 
early as the 1950s, not long after World War n while the many other Asian 
cities were still antagonistic towards Japan-. Economically, since it had served 
as a window to Mainland China before the mainland opened its markets, 
many Japanese companies had set up offices in Hong Kong. It is Japan's 
sixth largest trading partner^. As a tourist spot, Hong Kong is portrayed as a 
place where "East meets West", an example of a place where Chinese 
traditions combine with western modernization. It attracts over one million 
tourists from Japan every year, peaking at 2.3 million in 1996，a year before 
Hong Kong was handed back to China. 
3 A recent article in Japan Times argues that Japanese still suffer from returnees problems because 
Japanese tend to think they are unanimous and if they want to be a member of the culture, they have to 
be the same. http://search.iaDantimes.co.ip/print/features/life2005/t1200504l9zii.htiri 
4 This information was found on the promotional website of the Japan-Hong Kong Year 2005，prepared 
by the Consulate General of Japan, http://www.hk.emb-iapan.go.jp/jp/ex year.hlml 
5 The statistics are found on the English website of Consulate General of Japan, http://www.hk.emb-
japan.go.jp/eng/news.html 
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Hong Kong is also promoted as a gender-equal place for career 
women in the Japanese media. There was even a Hong Kong employment-
seeking boom for Japanese women during the early 1990s. Japanese media 
attributes gender discrimination in workplaces in Japan as the prime reason 
for the "boom", since discrimination pushes ambitious female workers to go to 
Hong Kong (Sakai 2001:136). Hong Kong was portrayed as a gender-equal 
and meritocratic society where women are not forced to be housewives or 
mothers and can advance in the career ladder just like men. 
Hong Kong is also familiar to Japanese in popular culture because of 
the popularity of Hong Kong movies since the 1970s. Many magazines and 
guidebooks about Hong Kong recommend Hong Kong movies for their ability 
to entertain their audiences. These movies are particularly popular among 
women in their 20s and 30s, and websites for Japan women fans of Hong 
Kong films emphasize that the actors are handsome and the actresses are 
strong®. This image subverts the dominant discourse of man's ability verses 
women's beauty, and thus gives room for imagining different kinds of gender 
identities. 
Combining all these images, Hong Kong serves as a familiar place with 
different gender and cultural imaginations. However, do women's images 
match their experiences in Hong Kong? Are their expectations met? How do 
they mediate the discrepancies between their imagined Hong Kong and their 
everyday life experiences in Hong Kong? 
6 This is stated in a website prepared by some Japanese fans of Hong Kong movie. The title of the page 
is "Hong Kong 'Handsome Man Movie' and 'Strong Women Movie’，，{Honkon binan eiga to tsuyoi 
onna eiga香港美男映画<!：強1/、女映画)丨叫：)://〜丨"10：丨116(：丨1113.11卩.丨11化8661<.(：0.丨卩/1<丨丨1这.丨仙11 
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1.4 Literature Review 
1.4.1 Domestic Ideal of Japanese Women 
After the Meji state developed an ideology centered on the importance 
of educating women to be good wives and wise mothers (Liddle & Nakajima 
2000:32-39, cited in Imamura 2003:30), this domestic ideal penetrated 
through all regions and class in Japan, and became very influential after WWII. 
In the 1960s, there were strong legacies from the past, that "the happiness of 
a woman lay in marriage and that the role of married women was to be good 
wives and wise mothers" (Imamura 2003:30). Many ethnographic studies 
show that Japanese women derive their sense of self-fulfillment in spite of, or 
even within, these limitations. Some of them deal with women in general at 
different stage of their life-courses (Lebra 1984; Iwao 1993; Rosenberger 
2001) while some specifically attend to the roles of wife and mother (Imamura 
1987; Allison 1991; Uno 1993; Roberts 1994; LeBlanc1999). 
Among these works, there was a general emphasis on how women 
meet the demand of their domestic roles, and how they derive satisfaction 
from these roles. Mothers found play and creativity within their social role of 
making ‘obento，(lunch boxes) for the kids (Allison 1991). Urban housewives' 
participation in the community might be interrupted by the needs of husband 
and children, and home was their source of identity and satisfaction (Imamura 
1987). Most women in Japan saw work (usually part-time) as a way to 
supplement the family income but did not want to harm their domestic roles 
(Iwao 1993:182). Although a blue collar woman was working full-time outside 
the home, she was working for the sake of her family member's well-being, 
and she had to struggle to meet the double demands of home and workplace 
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(Roberts 1994). Even women's participation in politics was commonly 
connected with their role as housewife, the primary caretaker of the family 
(LeBlanc 1999). Only very few women chose to pursue careers, because they 
had to face the unfriendly working environment in which women were viewed 
only as temporary workers and assistants (Iwao 1993:189-213). Brinton (1993) 
stated that the social norm and sex stereotyping was so influential that it 
would create a vicious intergenerational cycle between employees and 
parents?. 
1.4.2 Tensions between the Domestic Ideal & Non-domestic Reality 
In the past few decades, there had been a public consensus that a 
woman's place is in the domestic realm. In her study of Japanese women 
born in the early twentieth century, Lebra (1984) found that informants saw 
themselves as inside a social structure that had a prescribed role for them in 
the domestic sphere as daughters, wives and mothers. This structural 
embeddedness of sex roles both deprived and protected women (1984:305). 
Iwao (1993) also echoed the view that Japanese women primarily identify 
themselves as housewives and their happiness was "closely tied to that of 
their families [•••]. It is common practice to forgo personal fulfillment and 
desire for the sake of nurturing and maintaining the harmony and happiness 
of the group (usually the family) that is so highly prized." (1993:10) At the time 
of their studies, there still seemed to be a structured life-course, or at least an 
ideal, for each and every Japanese woman, that she should become a full-
7 Brinton suggests an "Intergenerational Transmission of Sex-Role Stereotypes in Japan" (1993:98). 
She draws a circle with "typical" male and female young adults leads to employer' differential 
investment (hiring and on-the-job-training) in young male and female workers, and leads to a feedback 
to socialization of next generation, and leads to parents' differential socialization of sons and daughters, 
especially through educational aspirations and investment, and leads back to the "typical" male and 
female young adults and the circle starts again. 
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time housewife and devoted to her family. However, as Japanese society 
changes with time, women's role expands and is no longer limited to the 
domestic realm. 
Even when women generally agree with the domestic ideal, the 
contents of the image itself are constantly changing. As discussed in 
imamura's Re-imaging Japanese Women (1996), the roles of women 
expanded over the past few decades, and there is a multiplicity of socially 
acceptable images of Japanese women (ibid:5). Although the majority of 
young women in Japan still hold marriage and full-time motherhood as their 
primary life goal (Ogasawara 1998:62-63), women can use different images of 
the roles to legitimate a range of behaviors (Imamura 1996:6). The fact that 
57.1% women participate in the labor market even in the trough of the M-
curve (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare of Japan 2001) reflects the 
tension between the domestic ideal and non-domestic realities. 
In the past few decades, Japan has been experiencing rapid social and 
demographic changes. Government statistics show that the average age of 
first marriage of women has increaseed from 23.0 in 1950 to 27.6 in 2003®. 
The average number of children born per woman fell from 2.13 to 1.36 from 
1970 to 2000®. With the improvement in medical care and affluence in society, 
Japan is experiencing an aging population. In the face of the economic 
downturn, many companies have gone bankrupt or been restructured. The 
lifelong employment and seniority based promotion model is no longer trusted, 
and there is an increasing proportion of cheaper part-time employment. The 
8 Online version of the statistics: 
http://wwwdbtkjTihlw.gojp/toukei/data/01Q/2003/toukeihvoii/0004652/t0098848/MG122 001.html 
9 This statistics is taken from the online version of the Japan Statiscal Yearbook 2005. 
http://www.stat.go.jp/data/nenkan/ziihyou/v0224025.xls 
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government is very concerned with all the above changes, and urges women 
to carry out three key missions: to bear more children, to care for the elderly 
and to fill the needs of the shrinking labor force (Imamura 2003). On the other 
hand, the media and an expanding consumer sector encourage young women 
to "exercise fully their choices at work, in romantic relationships and in 
consumption' and "celebrate women's life choices and self-oriented 
consumption" (Nakano and Wagatsuma 2004:138). As a result of these 
conflicting narratives, the consensus of the domestic ideal has weakened. 
This gives women some leeway to negotiate their personal priorities. Self-help 
books teaching women to choose their life-course even states at the 
beginning of the book that the image of "man is for work and woman for the 
family" is no longer valid, and women need to choose their life-course 
considering work, marriage and meaning of life (Takenobu 1999). 
If the existence of single postings showed that wives are not always 
tied to their husbands, and if expatriate wives have some leeway to decide 
whether to come to Hong Kong, why do they choose coming to Hong Kong as 
one of their life-choices? How do their decisions and experiences in Hong 
Kong affect them as Japanese women married to a salaryman? 
1.4.3 Japanese Expatriate Communities 
Overseas Japanese communities possess a self-image of being 
‘different，’ 'unique' and ‘homogeneous，(Goodman et al. 2003:8). Previous 
studies of Japanese expatriate communities have shown how Japanese 
maintain their social network basically inside the Japanese community, rather 
than exploring the host country (Nakano 1995, Sone 2002，Ben-Ari 2003, 
White 2003, Glebe 2003). Most companies use the 'rotation principle' to keep 
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placements short-term in nature, often three to five years. The transferees 
have often very little preparation for the cultural, social and organizational 
aspects of the posting abroad, and thus rely very much on the company's 
support, such as provision of housing, support of social clubs，organizations, 
and even Japanese schools (actually run by the Japanese Ministry of 
Education) (Goodman et al. 2003:8-9). Befu and Stalker (1996) find that 
Japanese overseas communities use Japanese language as the exclusive 
mode of communication and the organization of the community is based on 
Japanese cuKural values (Befu and Stalker 1996). Because of the language 
barrier and the lack of trust towards non-Japanese, the business expatriates 
and their families tend to employ services provided by Japanese and they live 
in their own community (Befu 2000). The encapsulation and isolation of 
Japanese migrants within their host cities and countries matches with Cohen's 
(1977) concept of "environmental bubbles", which refers to the situation that 
"expatriates all over the world create their own 'enclaves' which shelter them 
off from the environment of the host society" (Cohen 1977:16 cited in Ben-Ari 
and Yong 2000:83-84). Although they may interact with locals at work, they 
join social networks that are normally monopolized by fellow expatriate, and 
they patronize services, organizations and facilities that cater primarily for 
their needs (Ben-Ari and Yong 2000:83-84). 
In the case of Hong Kong, Sone (2002) found that expatriate wives 
"isolate themselves among Japanese in similar situation" (2002:122), "have a 
sense of being strangers in Hong Kong" (2002:118), and find that their "main 
source of friends were a group of other expatriate wives from the same 
company, from hobby clubs, or from a gathering with parents of their 
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children's schoolmates in a Japanese school" (2002:114). Nakano (1995) 
argued that overseas Japanese expatriate wives are reproducing the more 
"conservative family structure", that they are drawn from the public productive 
work to the private domestic space, and are encouraged to stay at home and 
pursue the ideal of "good wife, wise mother". She even argued that "the 
Japanese community in Hong Kong is controlled by the companies, which 
have imposed more conservative roles on wives and mothers than in Japan 
[•••]’，which creates a "homogeneous nature of the community" (1995:140-142). 
However, being in a foreign place confronted with different lifestyles inevitably 
evoke reflections. How do these women perceive their actions and how do 
they explain their actions? 
1.4.4 Internationalization and Jaoaneseness 
The power of globalization is overwhelming. Japanese government and 
media promote the idea that internationalization is the necessary step for 
Japanese to take in order to compete with the rest of the world. On the level 
of everyday life, however, most Japanese feel a sense of fear and curiosity 
towards foreign cultures. In spite of the fact that Japan is one of the largest 
tourist exporters, foreigners in Japan are regarded as "an interconnected mix 
of negatives - the outside, the unknown, the threatening, the disruptive, the 
impure. In short, they are generally best avoided" (Henshall 1999:78). This 
negative view of foreigners as outsiders might be caused by the notion of 
Japanese homogeneity that prevailed a few decades ago. 
Hendry (1995) suggested that Japanese people like to emphasize their 
uniqueness and homogeneity. Since World War n，their "concern with their 
self-identity has become almost a national obsession" and many academics, 
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journalists and amateur intellectuals propose theories to explain the special 
qualities of Japan in contrast with the rest of the world (1995:5). 
In the face of such notions of homogeneity, those who fall in-between 
the two categories of "we" and "they" - such as those who mingle with 
foreigners or have long-term overseas experience - attracted researchers' 
attention. Studies showed that expatriates and their families faced difficult re-
adaptation to Japanese society after several year's sojourn (Henshall 1999, 
White 1988). 
White (1988) studied the lives of returnees in companies, communities 
and schools in Japan. She pointed out that women, as mothers and wives, 
must overcome numerous problems to protect their children and themselves 
from criticisms for their "foreign ways" and provide emotional support to the 
whole family. In order to make the re-entry smooth, some "re-assimilators" 
used strategies to minimize their exposure to the foreign culture and tried to 
erase traces of the foreign sojourn after their return. 
However, Goodman (1990) argued that some parents, who were 
usually influential social elites, made use of the notion of "problematic 
returnee children" and asked for specific attention to their children. These 
children took advantage of their international experience, and formed a new 
elite class in an era of globalization. 
In 2005, when overseas experience is less unusual than a decade ago, 
how does the experience of returned Japanese expatriate wives (and mothers) 
differs from those studied by White (1988) and Goodman (1990)? What 
difficulties do they face and how do they overcome them? 
12 
1.5 Methodology 
This research was conducted from February through August 2004. I did 
semi-structured interviews in Hong Kong, Osaka and Tokyo and joined 
gatherings of informants. I also collected written sources from magazines, 
newspapers, government sources and the Internet. 
1.5.1 Interviews 
In-depth interviews have been the major method of collecting data in 
this research. Ideally, I should interview expatriate wives in Japan preparing to 
come to Hong Kong, those who are staying in Hong Kong, and those who 
have returned to Japan. However, due to limited resources, I cannot afford to 
look for women preparing for their relocation, so I only interviewed 22 
Japanese expatriate wives in Hong Kong and 9 expatriate wives who had 
returned to Tokyo or Osaka. 
There are more than 11,000 Japanese women in Hong Kong^°, and I 
do not intend to give a comprehensive sampling of informants. As explained 
above, I focus on expatriate wives in their imaginations and experiences of 
Hong Kong as temporary migrants. Although some turned out to be staying in 
Hong Kong for almost 10 years, they all planned to stay only a few years in 
Hong Kong before they came. As I wanted to explore how different stages of 
the stay affects their experiences and expectations, the length of stay in Hong 
Kong by the time of the interview varies: it ranges from 4 weeks to 9 years. 
I employed a snowball sampling method to find interviewees. Before 1 
started my research, I had regular language and cultural exchange with two 
Japanese expatriate wives for over two years. One of them returned to Japan 
⑴ Statistics based on data collected in 2005, provided by Consulate General of Japan. 
http://www.hk.emb-iapan.po.iD/ip/new.s.html#l 1 
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in April 2003 and one returned in April 2004. Before they left, they introduced 
me to their social network of expatriate wives, and this not only gave me some 
basic idea of how the Japanese expatriate community in Hong Kong operates, 
but also helped me to identify many interviewees. In addition to the 
introduction of my exchange partners and their network, I also posted 
explanations of my research on some Japanese online forums in Hong Kong” . 
I met some informants through these Internet resources, and they later further 
introduced me to their networks. 
The interviews were semi-structured, lasted from 45 minutes to three 
hours, and were conducted mainly in Japanese. The interview questions 
mainly focused on themes such as what images they had of Hong Kong 
before they come, how the migration decision was made, how the migration 
actually occurred, what they do in Hong Kong, what surprised them most in 
Hong Kong, how they have adapted to Hong Kong, how they view men and 
women in Hong Kong and Japan, whether they have changed their views of 
themselves, and so on. With the semi-structured interviews, I could "keep the 
conversation focused on a topic, while giving the informant room to define the 
content of the discussion" (Bernard 1995:211). Thus, with some informants 
(especially returnees) who are Hong Kong fans, our discussions could last 
almost three hours, because they were eager to talk about their interesting 
and meaningful experiences in Hong Kong. 
“ I posted a brief introduction of myself and my research interest on forums Japanese in Hong Kong 
actively participated, such as The Hong Kong (http://db.soknet.coin.hk/thehk2000/eg/cgi-
bin/bbs/index.asp). Hong Kong Info Exchange 
(http:/八vww.alachugoku.com/citvinf/ctvbbs2/pt.cgi?roorn=frencl) and received some replies. 
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1.5.2 Participant Observation 
As I had language and cuKural exchanges with expatriate wives for 
almost two years before I started my research, I continued to join gatherings 
with my exchange partners who were at the same time my informants. From 
these language and cultural exchanges，I learned a lot about what problems 
they face, and what has surprised them most. For example, an expatriate wife 
who just arrived in Hong Kong for no more than a month asked me to teach 
her numbers in Cantonese, because she wanted to buy in local shops, but 
she could not understand the prices the shopkeepers told her. Sometimes, 
they asked me questions like "Why do only grandparents or maids pick up 
children from school?" or "How do you cook vegetables? Why do people in 
the wet market buy and sell in such a large quantities?" Discussing these 
questions with them, I realized how some details of life taken-for-granted in 
Hong Kong are alien to them and make them puzzled. 
Some informants treated me as their friend and even invited me to go 
to tea gatherings and go shopping with them. As a regular visitor, they did not 
treat me as an outsider. Although they might be still aware of me as a Hong 
Kong student, their interactions were not as restrained as when we first met 
and conducted the interviews. 
Since information gathered in these casual gatherings was not 
recorded, all quotes included in this thesis will be summaries from field notes 
rather than direct quotation of dialogues. 
1.5.3 Textual Analysis; 
Another method to understand the background of my informants is to 
analyze written and electronic sources. There are numerous magazines, 
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books, guidebooks, personal homepages, and on-line discussion groups 
about Hong Kong, Hong Kong popular culture, lives overseas, and lives in 
Hong Kong. Since many informants have consulted these written sources, I 
think it helpful to know what my informants have read in order to understand 
their perceptions of lives in Hong Kong. 
Even though some informants had traveled to Hong Kong before their 
migration, they all realized that the life of a tourist is very different from that of 
a resident. So they collected information about Hong Kong in Japan by 
reading guidebooks and magazines, asking advice of seniors or friends who 
had been to Hong Kong, and consulting websites or on-line forums run by 
Japanese in Hong Kong. As a result, these written sources become an 
influential part of their formation of images of Hong Kong. 
In addition to introductory information, there are also personal accounts 
of living experiences on the Internet. There are many open online diaries by 
Japanese in Hong Kong. By studying these online personal accounts, I was 
able to get some ideas of the experiences of some Japanese women in Hong 
Kong whom I did not include in my interviews, and how their experiences are 
different from or similar to that of my informants. 
1.5.4 Reflectivity of the Researcher 
In this thesis, I have no intention to present a comprehensive picture of 
how expatriate wives live their lives in Hong Kong. Instead, I will focus on 
subjective feelings of my informants and how they make sense of their world. 
Drawing ideas from Anderson's Imagined Community that "members... will 
never know most of their fellow members...yet in the minds of each lives the 
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image of their communion" (1983:6)，丨 believe people live in their imaginations 
and perceptions of themselves and their world. 
I started my research due to my personal encounter with a few 
expatriate wives. Three years ago, when I finished my elementary Japanese 
language course, I started to have language and cultural exchange with two 
Japanese women separately. They taught me Japanese and things about 
Japan while 丨 taught them Cantonese and things about Hong Kong. 
My two regular language exchange partners happened to be expatriate 
wives. They were teachers in Japan, but became full-time housewives in 
Hong Kong. They said they came to Hong Kong because their husbands were 
relocated here. In other words, they were dependent movers. One of them 
had learned Cantonese in a formal institution for a year. Thus when I met her, 
her life in Hong Kong was already quite smooth. The other, however, had no 
knowledge about Cantonese except the brief introduction from guidebooks. 
But instead of living within expatriate densely populated areas with English 
(sometimes even Japanese) speaking watchmen and shopkeepers, she lives 
in a local residence area in Tai Po where most shopkeepers speaks only 
Cantonese. Thus, she had numerous questions about Cantonese and how 
Hong Kong works every time we met. I became sympathetic to the situation of 
these women as expatriate wives in Hong Kong, as I understood how hard life 
can be for a household manager who cannot speak the local language. I 
came to wonder why they quit their full-time teaching careers to follow their 
husband to Hong Kong. 
But later, I found out although they identified themselves as dependent 
movers following their husbands, they participated in the migration decision. 
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In fact, it was a mutual decision to apply for the relocation. Realizing this, I 
puzzled even more: Why do they downplay their decision-making process and 
emphasize their identity as dependents? 
With the background as a language and cultural exchange partner to 
some expatriate wives, I was welcomed by the expatriate wives community. I 
was invited to their gatherings, and they were willing to help me with my 
research. Since they treated me both as a friend and a researcher, sometimes 
they interacted too naturally, and later asked me not to report those actions or 
conversations in my thesis. I regretted very much that I cannot discuss those 
natural interactions I had with them, but I must respect their wish as 
informants and as friends. 
To expand my network of Japanese expatriate wives, I joined activities 
and on-line forums targeted at Japanese, and I came into contact with many 
Japanese women who are not expatriate wives. My identity as a woman 
student researcher interested in Japanese women's life in Hong Kong 
attracted them to give me advice. I met some Japanese women married to 
Hong Kong men, women working full-time, women studying languages and 
women college exchange students. I regret that I cannot discuss them all in 
this thesis, but this does not mean that information they provided is wasted. 
The discussions with them gave me supplementary knowledge of what is 
going on in Hong Kong in addition to the general picture of Japanese women 
overseas provided by the literature reviewed above. 
1.6 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis consists of five chapters. After outlining the objectives, 
cultural setting and methodology of the thesis in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 through 
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Chapter 4 are the core parts of this research. I will discuss the migration 
decisions, adaptations and re-adaptation of my informants in detail. 
In Chapter 2，I look at how expatriate wives arrive in Hong Kong. Until 
recently, expatriate wives have been described as 'trailing spouses', and are 
either underrepresented in literature or are "subsumed as passive followers 
and dependents of their husbands，’(Thang et al 2002). In this chapter, 
however, I want to point out that these accompanying spouses also have their 
own priorities and constraints. I first explore the strategic use of “1 followed my 
husband" and argue that these women are not helpless in regard to their 
relocation. Instead, I suggest they are employing this "follower" notion to 
foster a selfless image of "good wife, wise mother" which conforms to the 
domestic ideal and gives them a sense of camaraderie. 
In Chapter 3，I look at how expatriate wives adapt to Hong Kong. I will 
first discuss their isolation upon arrival by exploring the cultural constrains and 
their role restrictions. Then I will sketch a few examples of how my informants 
overcome cultural obstacles and adapt to Hong Kong. Next I will explore their 
evaluation of Hong Kong women to find out how they contrast or identify 
themselves with their expatriate full-time housewife identity. 
In Chapter 4，I talk about expatriate wives who had stayed in Hong 
Kong for a few years, and then returned to Japan. I look at what kind of 
reverse culture shock they faced, and what changes or differences they 
observed in themselves and their view of Japan after their return. Then I 
discuss how they distance or identify with some Japanese behaviors and 
social norms, how they explain their changes by relating to their experience in 
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Hong Kong, and how my informant's experience differs from their 
predecessors decades ago. 
In Chapter 5, the concluding chapter, I summarize how women 
negotiate their priorities within specific social constraints throughout different 
stages of their experience with Hong Kong. I will also discuss how expatriate 
wives negotiated and constructed their identity as Japanese women, and how 
their identity differs from that of their predecessors a decade ago. 
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Chapter 2 Before Their Arrival in Hong Kong 
According the census of Hong Kong in 2001, there are 14180 
Japanese in Hong Kong. Among them, 4584 are male workers and 3026 are 
housewives (see Appendix). The Japanese community in Hong Kong takes it 
for granted that most expatriates are male company workers and their wives 
and children only come to Hong Kong as dependents. Expatriate family 
members are usually unemployed in Hong Kong and are supported by 
expatriate allowances. Most expatriate wives were employed in Japan but 
became fulltime housewives in Hong Kong even though their visa allows them 
to work. Nearly all of my informants said that they came to Hong Kong to 
support their husbands, and few had thought of staying in Japan in spite of 
the fact that it is a common practice for men to be transferred to either 
domestically or overseas for work without their families {tanshin funinf^. They 
emphasized that their decision was out of necessity and that they were just 
following the norm. They claimed that the decision to accompany their 
husbands to Hong Kong came naturally and many informants did not see it as 
their decision. 
I believe women, like men, act in their best interest within social and 
cultural limits. Expatriate wives must have considered numerous factors 
before they made the decision to come to Hong Kong. But why did they put so 
much emphasis on their lack of choice? What social and cultural expectations 
made them deny them the availability of choice? And how do their perceived 
constraints as Japanese women affect their adaptation to Hong Kong? 
12 Tanshin funin, literally meaning single posting, usually refers to married worker being relocated to 
another place while leaving the family behind. 
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After interviewing 22 expatriate wives in Hong Kong and 9 who 
returned to Japan, I found that their migration experience is far more complex 
and their feelings more ambivalent than I originally imagined. In this chapter, I 
will first explore the strategic use of "I followed my husband" and argue that 
these women are not passive or helpless in regard to their relocation. Most of 
them took their migration for granted, but when questioned, they tended to 
frame their rationales within a domestic-centered narrative. I suggest that they 
are employing this "follower" notion to foster a selfless image of "good wife, 
wise mother". This strategy allows them to conform to the dominant domestic 
ideal and give them a sense of camaraderie, while at the same time allows 
them to enjoy the luxurious expatriate support to pursue their personal 
overseas adventure. 
2.1 Trailing Spouses: Are they Passive? 
Most of my expatriate wife informants told me that they would have 
never thought of coming to Hong Kong if it were not for their husband's 
relocation. Some even said that it was the first time they had ever left Japan, 
and it was a great shock when they knew they were going overseas. These 
work assignment usually last three to five years, and they will move on to 
another location or return to Japan afterwards. Thus, for them, the stay in 
Hong Kong is only transitory and is controlled by the husbands' companies. 
Most of my informants feel that they have little control over their arrival 
in Hong Kong. At first, almost all of them told me that they came only because 
of their husband. Fifteen of my twenty-two informants told me their husband's 
company sent their husbands overseas, and so they cannot refuse the order 
of the company. Seven told me they applied in order to go overseas later in 
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the interview. However, at the beginning of our interviews, they only identified 
themselves as "following their husband to come to Hong Kong". Only when I 
asked the details of how they were transferred they told me that they initiated 
the application. Why was it so? Why did they tell me at first that they were 
only following their husbands to Hong Kong? 
2.1.1 The Existence of Married Single Posting fta门shin funin) 
According to the statistics in 2004 by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare in Japan, there are 317,000 individuals who were posted single 
without family due to their work assignment in Japan. This shows that it is not 
unusual for companies to send men alone for work assignments. We do not 
know exactly who makes the decision, but this chapter looks at why the 
Japanese expatriate wives in Hong Kong take it for granted that they would 
come when single posting is so common in Japan, and why expatriate wives 
tend to stress their lack of choice. 
2.2 Applying for the Relocation 
In the beginning of interviews, only 2 out of 22 informants in Hong 
Kong told me that they were involved in the migration decision and applied for 
the relocation. Even though some later realized that they did make some 
decision making, most were unaware of their choice, or tended to downplay 
their autonomy but emphasized their action was out of necessity. Let me first 
introduce the 2 unusual informants who admited their decisions at the 
beginning. 
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2.2.1 We Applied for Relocating Overseas 
Mr. Kimura is a elementary school teacher in the Japanese school in 
Hong Kong. Mrs Kimura was also a teacher in Japan, but she is now a full-
time housewife in Hong Kong. They have three children, two in the 
elementary school where Mr. Kimura is working, and the eldest one in a local 
international high school. 
Mrs. Kimura was one of the two unusual cases who claimed she was 
involved in the migration decision at the beginning of our interviews. 
According to her, all teachers in the Japanese School in Hong Kong are civil 
servants of Japan, and are relocated by the Ministry of Education in Japan. 
Unlike the private sector, these teachers need to apply for their relocation 
overseas. Mrs. Kimura said: 
The relocation to Hong Kong is a family decision. Teachers are 
relocated within the prefecture, but we can apply for going 
overseas. We discussed with our children, and we all wanted to 
try to live in another country. This can broaden the views of the 
children. Perhaps since people's view on overseas experience 
changed, the competition for overseas relocation is increasingly 
keen. So we are quite lucky that we succeeded. 
From Mrs. Kimura, I learned that all married Japanese teachers in Hong Kong 
are teacher couples and that the wives' consent is essential to the application. 
Some of these wives need to quit their job and can only re-join the teaching 
profession as any other freshmen, while some can take a break and resume 
their job after their return. 
We can also see that although Mrs. Kimura did not view herself as a 
follower but viewed the migration as a family decision, her rationale for the 
decision was her children's education. She wanted to go overseas for the 
sake of her children's future. It should be noted that she believes overseas 
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experience is good for her children, which is a contradictory view to some 
literature on some kikokushijo (returnee children) problems (I will return to the 
discussion of children's education later). Since her eldest daughter was 
already in high school, she asked her daughter's opinion before her 
application. 
If my eldest daughter [who is in high school] didn't want to move, 
we would not have applied. But she was happy to study abroad 
in an international school. We could not choose our destination 
although our first priority was to English speaking countries. But 
we understood the chance was low. So I think we're lucky that 
it's Hong Kong. There are very good international schools in 
Hong Kong. If it were other Asian cities, she might want to stay 
in Japan. 
We can see that aKhough they initiated the relocation, the actual relocation 
decision was out of their control. No wonder at the beginning of interviews 
with other teacher informants, they all identified themselves as dependent and 
follower. Some only admitted their decision making after I questioned them 
about the application. 
2.2.2 I Urged my Husband to Apply to Hong Kong 
Mrs. Watanabe is another informant who told me at the beginning that 
she decided to come to Hong Kong. During the interview, she eagerly told me 
how many places she had stayed. She grew up in Nagano, moved to Kyoto 
for college, and did a summer program in Canada. After graduation, she 
worked in Kobe and traveled to her boyfriend who was in Tokyo very 
frequently. They married in Osaka, and then settled in Kobe. Meanwhile, she 
had traveled to over 15 countries in Asia Pacific and America. As she told me: 
I came because of my husband's relocation, but unlike most 
expatriate families, who are sent here by the company, 1 urged 
my husband to apply for it. I regretted too much that the summer 
program was too short. I want so much to experience living 
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overseas. Since my husband had his training in Hong Kong a 
few years ago, we put Hong Kong as our first priority and here 
we are! I'm so happy! 
We can see that Mrs. Watanabe was very active in the decision-making 
process of the relocation, and she is very proud and happy with her choice. 
However, in another occasion, I heard her tell her friend that she was only a 
follower of her husband (Let me return to the story of Mrs. Watanabe later). If 
a woman so proud and happy with her choice still regards herself as a 
follower of her husband, it is easy to imagine that few expatriate wives would 
present themselves as active decision maker. 
2.3 Can the Company Order the Wives? 
In their casual narratives, they are only follower of their husbands. 
When asked, "Why did you come to Hong Kong?" 20 out of 22 of my 
informants said they came only to follow their husband. If I had taken only a 
quantitative survey about expatriate wives, it would be tempting to jump to the 
conclusion that these women are only passive followers. But when I asked, 
"Who made the decision to come?" 7 of them said it was a decision of the 
whole family [the husband and wife] and the other 15 said, "It was the order of 
the company." None of my informants felt that it was their husbands who are 
deciding for them. Even those who felt little freedom think it was the company 
who is giving the order. In their narratives, "they and their husbands" are 
followers as a group. However, can the company really order the wives? 
2.3.1 Order from the Company? 
Mrs. Nakamura has been living in Hong Kong for two years. She has 
no children and was the first expatriate wife in Hong Kong for her husband's 
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company. When I asked her why she came to Hong Kong, she told me it was 
the "order of the company". It was an order that her husband and she could 
not refuse. 
We didn't choose to leave Japan. Male employee should not 
and cannot refuse the order of the company, and the main duty 
of a wife is to help and look after her husband. So my husband 
just follows the company's order and I just follow my husband. I 
felt that we had no choice. It was just the order of the company. 
The above answer shows the ideology of a middle-class family that the 
husband is a white-collar worker devoting to the company and the wife is a 
full-time homemaker and caregiver. This ideology is a very good legitimate 
reason of their migration, but it does not show the whole picture of the 
decision-making process. 
To my surprise, when I asked how she felt about the relocation order, 
she told me that "I was so happy and excited when I knew we were going to 
Hong Kong". She said with excitement: 
When I found out that my husband was going to be relocated, I 
was so happy! We had not been overseas since our honeymoon 
holiday. Going overseas is an invaluable experience. We can 
learn more about other cultures. And unlike short-term traveling, 
we can know much more and explore more! Going overseas as 
an expatriate wife is like having a break from work! 
My husband's company has only three people in Hong 
Kong, two Japanese and one Hong Kong person. The 
supervisor came alone one year before us and left his family in 
Japan. And I was the first expatriate family member to come. 
Since my husband works mostly on the mainland, I was given 
three choices: stay in Japan, stay in Shenzhen where my 
husband works, or stay in Hong Kong while my husband only 
comes home on weekends. 
I chose to stay in Hong Kong. We have no children, and if 
I were to stay in Japan, it's like we have not yet married! There 
is no point marrying if we were to be separated!! Also, it is very 
expensive to maintain two households. The company will not 
pay the rent in Japan for us. But if I come to Hong Kong, the 
company will provide us housing allowances. 
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Shenzhen is not as good as Hong Kong. Hong Kong is 
modern and safe, and there are also many supporting facilities 
and organizations for Japanese. So I have never thought of 
going to Shenzhen when I can come to Hong Kong. 
We can see that in fact, she was given the choice of whether to come to Hong 
Kong or to stay in Japan. But when asked why she came to Hong Kong, her 
first impression was the order from the company. But when she recalls her 
experience, she acknowledges the fact that she participated in the process of 
decision making, although she felt the decision was due to practical reasons 
such as family finance and safety, and that anybody else would have done the 
same given the same situation. 
Other informants also said in later interviews or other occasions^^ that 
they could stay with their natal family if they decided not to accompany their 
husbands. All admit there are means to refuse the relocation, even though 
most of them have never thought of staying in Japan. 
2.3.2 Considerations for the Mioration 
From my interviews, I realized that my informants tend to frame their 
process of decision making in terms of three factors. They are family finances, 
care for family members and safety. In spite of the possibility of numerous 
reasons due to different background and personal orientation, they all 
legitimize their decision with the above three factors. These may be seen as 
legitimate reasons by the society. 
2.3.2.1 Economic Considerations: Expatriate Allowances 
In Japan, many companies are offering very attractive overseas 
allowances to relocate their workers. Many informants can receive housing 
131 keep contact with about 15 informants, revisit them for more information and am sometimes invited 
to join their social gatherings. 
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allowances for the wife during the overseas relocation period. Although the 
size of the apartment is smaller in Hong Kong than in Japan (many lived in 
detached houses in Japan), the rent is sometimes higher in Hong Kong as 
expatriate families tend to live in expensive urban housing areas. Companies 
usually give housing allowances for expatriates to live in expensive urban 
housing in Hong Kong while they received no such allowances in Japan. Yet, 
if the expatriate family has property in Japan, they need to leave their property 
while still paying the mortgage. Since the rent is very high both in Hong Kong 
and in Japan, the housing expenses serve as an important financial 
consideration for many informants. Another financial factor might be the 
allowances given to the expatriate wives. Recognizing the fact that most 
married women have part-time jobs in Japan but are unlikely to have paid 
work in Hong Kong, some companies give allowances as high as twice what 
the wife could earn in Japan. Some informants even jokingly told me, "I live in 
poverty (binbo) in Japan while in luxury {zeitaku) in Hong Kong." 
2.3.2.2 Conflicts in Women's Role: Mother VS Wife 
The second factor is the care of family members. In Japan, family care 
is considered the responsibility of women, and many women also derive 
fulfillment and satisfaction from the domestic domain. Caring for family 
members is the best public reason for their migration decision. According to 
my informants, the education system in Japan is highly competitive and 
demanding, and it is considered bad to spend time away from it when children 
are in high school. Three informants had high school children, and two of 
them had their children left in Japan with relatives. Only Mrs. Kimura had her 
daughter study in a local international school. 
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In addition, care services for the elderly are still developing in Japan 
and the burden of caring for the elderly still lies in the hands of women in the 
family. Thus, although caring for the expatriate husband is the reason for 
leaving Japan, if her children or parents staying in Japan need her care, she 
would be caught in the dilemma of having to take care for family members in 
two different places. 
Three informants with their children in the final year of junior high 
school were caught in a situation of having to decide whether to send their 
children back to Japan alone, or to return to Japan with them. 
2.3.2.3 Sense of Security: Hong Kong VS Mainland China and Other 
Asian Cities 
Another factor, which concerns them most, is safety. Their degree of 
worry may also relate to their sense of duty of looking after their family 
members (1 will give an example in a later section). 
Many believe that Japan is the safest place in Asia, and are worried 
that life overseas might be very dangerous. Since most informants believe 
Hong Kong has the best public security after Japan in Asia, their resistance to 
Hong Kong is much less than to other Asian countries or cities in Mainland 
China where crimes are believed to be more serious and frequent. 
2.4 Selfless Explanations 
While on the one had, they said they were "ordered by the company" 
and presented as if they were forced to leave; they were given some limited 
options and "legitimate reasons" to employ if they insist. This ironically gives 
them a sense of freedom and choice in the relocation process. They cannot 
have full control over their relocation, but are not totally passive or helpless. 
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No wonder my informants have ambivalent feelings towards the migration 
decision". 
However, if the migration decision process is so complex and 
ambiguous, why do almost all informants claim to be following their husbands? 
Why do they tend to present themselves as passive, but in fact, in most cases, 
they made the decision to come? 
2.4.1 Unawareness of Choice 
An interesting thing to note is that many take it for granted that wives 
would accompany their husbands to be relocated to Hong Kong. Many 
informants are quite surprised when I asked whether they felt being forced 
when they received the order (eg. Was there any pressure from the company, 
her husband, her family or friends?). Most have never thought of rejecting the 
idea of overseas relocation, and thus have no sense of being forced to do 
anything. It just came so naturally that when they received the relocation 
notice, they prepared for their departure. Only when I asked them specifically 
whether they could have stayed in Japan, they said there were other options. 
Legitimate reasons could be employed to resist the relocation. Then they 
started to explain to me the various reasons why they have come. It should be 
noted that only when their decision of coming to Hong Kong is being 
questioned, they began to legitimize their action. They took the time to explain 
to me and perhaps also to themselves. 
It should be noted that the data are drawn from interviews when they have already been to Hong 
Kong, but not during the decision-making process. So their recollection of the decision-making process 
may be affected by their degree of adaptation in Hong Kong at the time of our interviews. 
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2.4.2 Conforming to the Dominant Ideology 
It is not a coincidence that the 7 informants who applied to come to 
Hong Kong and some who had participated in the decision-making process all 
responded to my question with the standard answer of "following my husband". 
What makes it difficult for them to say they chose to go overseas? 
The ideology of "supportive family members" may be one reason. One 
of the 7 informants applied to Hong Kong yet said she came only to follow her 
husband explained: 
Although it may not be a standard that everyone should follow, 
Japanese still believe that the husbands should be the 
breadwinners and wives should be devoted to the family. The 
husband is working hard to support the family. So we should 
cooperate with him. Whenever Japanese talk about [Japanese] 
expatriates, we are always talking about male expatriates 
workers send by their companies. We are family members of the 
transferees and we are supposed to be supportive to the 
expatriate. 
She echoed what Mrs. Nakamura said about her migration as the "order from 
the company". Although this middle-class ideology of husband-earner and 
wife-supporter might not reveal the non-domestic reality (as discussed in 
chapter 1) in Japan, they are employing these ideologies to legitimize their 
decisions. 
It must be noted, however, that this ideology can be used to legitimize 
the decision of staying in Japan as well. Those who stay in Japan and let their 
husbands relocated alone (tanshin funin) are considered equally, if not more, 
sacrificing because they are taking care of their family and family members in 
Japan. 
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2.4.3 Promote a Sense of Camaraderie 
Another factor making it hard for them to admit their freedom may be a 
sense of camaraderie. Since most of expatriate wives are identifying 
themselves as "followers", those who admit their freedom to choose to come 
may risk alienating others. 
Mrs. Watanabe (as discussed above) urged her husband to apply for 
the relocation to Hong Kong. She was very happy and proud of her migration 
decision during our interview. However, in a casual gathering of expatriate 
wives that I was invited to, I heard the following conversation: 
Someone in the gathering, "Well, we came to Hong Kong 
because of the husband's relocation." 
Mrs. Watanabe answered, "Yes, it's just the order of the 
company that we have no control! We're just family of 
expatriates, and we just follow our husbands." 
Although Mrs. Watanabe was not lying in either occasion, obviously she had 
very different focus and standpoint in the two ways of describing the reason of 
her relocation. She knew very clearly that she had choices and freedom over 
her arrival, but chose not to focus on this freedom that she believes not every 
expatriate wife enjoys. She had chosen to unite herself with other expatriate 
wives with the focus of following her husband. 
Almost all informants tend to identify themselves as followers of their 
husbands. Yet, under the presentation of "we follow our husband and that's 
why we come", there are more reasons and stories. Because they did not take 
the initiative to migrate, they are reacting to the company's relocation order. 
Some have taken it for granted that most wives would follow their husband, 
perhaps because the "good wife, wise mother" ideology coincides with their 
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personal interest of overseas adventure. Yet, when questioned, they tend to 
frame their rationale in the public recognized domain. The discourse 
employed seemed selfless, and makes it easier for them to believe that they 
are unselfish and sacrificing for the good of the family. 
2.5 Looking Forward to the Relocation 
Only a few expatriate wives initiated the relocation by applying for an 
overseas post for her husband, but many informants welcomed their 
relocation although it came as a surprise. For them, being relocated by the 
company does not arouse much agony. On the contrary, most informants are 
happy because they can enjoy a short break from Japan with the support of 
their husband's company. 
2.5.1 Short Overseas Experience with Good Support 
Mrs. Tsumoto (25) was an office lady in Japan. She followed her 
husband to Hong Kong only after three months of marriage. When I asked her 
how it all happened, she said: 
We did not plan to marry so early, but since my husband was 
going to be relocated, we married so that I could follow him. If 
we didn't get married, I could not follow him as an expatriate 
wife. I think we gave a surprise to the company because it has 
to give an extra allowance! 
Mr. Tsumoto had been doing business for the mainland market for a few 
years, and they knew that within one or two years he would be relocated to 
the Hong Kong. Mrs. Tsumoto could choose to marry him and follow him to 
Hong Kong, or only get engaged and wait for him in Japan. Mrs. Tsumoto 
thus visited Hong Kong while Mr. Tsumoto was on business trips, and found 
that she enjoyed Hong Kong very much. So she decided to get married and 
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2.4.3 Promote a Sense of Camaraderie 
Another factor making it hard for them to admit their freedom may be a 
sense of camaraderie. Since most of expatriate wives are identifying 
themselves as "followers", those who admit their freedom to choose to come 
may risk alienating others. 
Mrs. Watanabe (as discussed above) urged her husband to apply for 
the relocation to Hong Kong. She was very happy and proud of her migration 
decision during our interview. However, in a casual gathering of expatriate 
wives that I was invited to,丨 heard the following conversation: 
Someone in the gathering, "Well, we came to Hong Kong 
because of the husband's relocation." 
Mrs. Watanabe answered, "Yes, it's just the order of the 
company that we have no control! We're just family of 
expatriates, and we just follow our husbands." 
Although Mrs. Watanabe was not lying in either occasion, obviously she had 
very different focus and standpoint in the two ways of describing the reason of 
her relocation. She knew very clearly that she had choices and freedom over 
her arrival, but chose not to focus on this freedom that she believes not every 
expatriate wife enjoys. She had chosen to unite herself with other expatriate 
wives with the focus of following her husband. 
Almost all informants tend to identify themselves as followers of their 
husbands. Yet, under the presentation of "we follow our husband and that's 
why we come", there are more reasons and stories. Because they did not take 
the initiative to migrate, they are reacting to the company's relocation order. 
Some have taken it for granted that most wives would follow their husband, 
perhaps because the "good wife, wise mother" ideology coincides with their 
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personal interest of overseas adventure. Yet, when questioned, they tend to 
frame their rationale in the public recognized domain. The discourse 
employed seemed selfless, and makes it easier for them to believe that they 
are unselfish and sacrificing for the good of the family. 
2.5 Looking Forward to the Relocation 
Only a few expatriate wives initiated the relocation by applying for an 
overseas post for her husband, but many informants welcomed their 
relocation although it came as a surprise. For them, being relocated by the 
company does not arouse much agony. On the contrary, most informants are 
happy because they can enjoy a short break from Japan with the support of 
their husband's company. 
2.5.1 Short Overseas Experience with Good Support 
Mrs. Tsumoto (25) was an office lady in Japan. She followed her 
husband to Hong Kong only after three months of marriage. When I asked her 
how it all happened, she said: 
We did not plan to marry so early, but since my husband was 
going to be relocated, we married so that I could follow him. If 
we didn't get married,丨 could not follow him as an expatriate 
wife. I think we gave a surprise to the company because it has 
to give an extra allowance! 
Mr. Tsumoto had been doing business for the mainland market for a few 
years, and they knew that within one or two years he would be relocated to 
the Hong Kong. Mrs. Tsumoto could choose to marry him and follow him to 
Hong Kong, or only get engaged and wait for him in Japan. Mrs. Tsumoto 
thus visited Hong Kong while Mr. Tsumoto was on business trips, and found 
that she enjoyed Hong Kong very much. So she decided to get married and 
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move together. Before she came, she had collected information about being 
an expatriate wife in Hong Kong. She said: 
I have heard that being an expatriate wife in Hong Kong is so 
luxurious that one woman could not tolerate the hard life back in 
Japan and divorced her husband once they returned to Japan. 
So we moved out from our family and tried to live together in 
Japan before we came because we wanted to have experience 
living as a couple in Japan. 
Although Mrs. Tsumoto's experience is atypical, she reveals how some young 
women evaluate the lives of expatriate wives in Hong Kong. It is quite obvious 
in her case that she could choose to stay in Japan if she was only engaged 
but not married to Mr. Tsumoto. However, she enjoyed Hong Kong and did 
not want to leave Mr. Tsumoto alone in Hong Kong, so she married. From the 
interview, I knew that for Mrs. Tsumoto, marriage is more important than her 
job in Japan, as career was never one of her concerns. She worried more 
about the stereotypical luxurious lifestyle in Hong Kong. Because the salary of 
young workers in Japan is usually low due to the seniority-based system, 
young couples lead a modest life in Japan. But once they were relocated to 
Hong Kong, they could get many expatriate allowances and housing support. 
Since the cost of living in Hong Kong is relatively lower than Japan, Mrs. 
Tsumoto (and many others) said they had a luxurious life in Hong Kong when 
compared to their lives in Japan. 
Being an expatriate wife is considered a good chance for exploring 
another culture. All informants who applied for the relocation told me they 
wanted to experience another culture. They could travel for a few days or 
weeks, but could not afford to stay and live overseas if it were not for the 
relocation from the company. Since all of them wanted to experience another 
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culture, it would be an excellent chance if they could be sent by their 
companies. 
2,5.2 A Break from Work 
Mrs. Tsumoto's story might reveal another factor why some women 
wanted to come to Hong Kong as an expatriate wife. She said she came to 
Hong Kong partly because she knew that she need not work in Hong Kong: 
Being an expatriate wife in Hong Kong means I can live in luxury 
without working. After we return to Japan, I have to work again! 
So of course I'll take this chance of not working and enjoying life 
here. It's such a place of fun! 
We can see that for Mrs. Tsumoto, Hong Kong means a break from work. 
Although there is a domestic ideal in Japan, a study has shown that many 
women must work to help with the family finance out of necessity (Roberts 
1994). Thus, it may not be surprising that most of my informants take "being 
an expatriate wife" as a temporary break from the tedious working life of 
Japan. 
Mrs. Yamazaki (48) was a full-time teacher in Japan. She urged her 
husband to apply for the relocation and quit her job in order to come together 
with her husband. According to her: 
Some friends told me not to quit. Because once I quit，I will need 
to start all over again when I come back. I'll lose all the benefits 
and seniority in the school. Some even asked me to divorce my 
husband and re-marry him when he comes back! 
But I had been working as a full-time teacher all my life. It's a 
good chance for me to take a break in Hong Kong. I know this 
decision will be a disadvantage for us economically. We'll lose 
much savings and benefits due to this relocation. 
Finally I can spend more time with my children. I felt guilty for 
spending too little time with them. Now that my eldest daughter 
is in college and it is too late for me to realize that she was very 
lonely when she was a kid.丨 worked full-time and she could only 
come back to an empty house... I cannot compensate her 
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anymore, but I can spend more time with this younger daughter. 
I treasure this few year of being full-time housewife very much. 
We can see in Mrs. Yamazaki's case that the domestic ideal is still lingering in 
her mind although she had been a full-time teacher all her life. She regretted 
not being able to spend more time with her children, and she took this chance 
of being full-time housewife as a break from work. We can also learn that, 
unlike many expatriate families sent by the companies, her decision to come 
to Hong Kong weakens her family finances. She came to Hong Kong not out 
of practical financial needs, but out of her desire to become an unemployed 
expatriate wife in Hong Kong. 
2.6 Summary: The Strategic Use of “Passive Follower，， 
Although the term "trailing spouse" and the stereotypical image of 
submissive Japanese women may evoke connotations of helpless victims of 
poor expatriate wives, in this chapter, however, I have pointed out that these 
accompanying spouses can also exert their agency. They have their own 
priorities and constraints. Their migration experience is complex and their 
feelings ambivalent. 
With the widespread practice of single postings, Japanese wives are 
not necessarily tied to their husbands. Yet, most expatriate wives took their 
migration for granted. But when they are questioned, they tended to frame 
their rationales within a domestic-centered narrative. It should be noted that 
although some had applied in order to come, and some were involved in the 
migration decision, most still tended to identify themselves as a "passive 
follower". I suggest that they are employing this "follower" notion to foster a 
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selfless image of "good wife, wise mother". This strategy allows them to 
conform to the dominant domestic ideal and give them a sense of 
camaraderie, while at the same time allows them to enjoy the luxurious 
expatriate support to pursue their personal overseas adventure. 
Having said this, I did not mean that all expatriate wives enjoy their 
relocation or all come strategically. Some informants did feel disappointed or 
hated being suddenly forced to move. What I want to point out is that although 
some women felt helpless about their migration, some women are taking 
advantage of the same system. Their situation is far more complex than 
implied by the term "trailing spouse" and deserves our attention. 
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Chapter 3 Adaptations in Hong Kong 
Many studies about Japanese overseas tend to emphasize their 
isolation from the host city. Befu and Stalker write that "the Japanese 
communities abroad are consistently oriented toward Tokyo, resulting in 
Japanese Villages' abroad, whose residents make maintenance of cultural, 
economic, and political ties with the Tokyo center their foremost concern" 
(1996:118). Because of the language barrier and the lack of trust towards 
non-Japanese, the business expatriates and their families tend to employ 
services provided by Japanese and they live in their own community (Befu 
2000). Glebe (2003) also suggested that the rotation principle of migration 
encourages the "mobile elite" of international corporations to live in "self-
imposed highly privileged exclusion in a ‘re-terriorialised Nippon' abroad". 
The segregation of Japanese expatriate wives from the host city is 
described as very severe in such research. Sone (2002) argues that 
expatriate wives experience a sense of being strangers in Hong Kong and 
tend to isolate themselves among Japanese with a similar situation 
(2002:118-122). White (2003) suggests that the social isolation suffered by 
expatriate wives in London are overcome by the extension of contacts within 
(rather than outside) the Japanese community, which makes them stay within 
the rules of behavior of Japan and they are ‘not able to operate independently 
as free agents within the geographical locations they move to’（2003:96). 
Nakano's study of Japanese expatriate wives in Hong Kong (1995) argues 
that expatriate wives tend to retreat from the labor force and take up their 
"traditional" role as supporters of men and as nurturers of children. All these 
studies suggest that Japanese expatriate wives are very conservative and are 
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resistant to change. However, in an era when women in Japan are fast 
changing and enjoying increasingly more options, to what degree they are 
different from their predecessors? 
I found that my informants could hardly be described as "conservative". 
Even though most of them are living in areas where the Japanese population 
is relatively high, they are not isolating themselves from the larger society. In 
fact, their attitudes and experiences of Hong Kong changed a great deal over 
time. In this chapter, I will first explore what cultural constraints these women 
face. Then 丨 will give examples to show how and to what degree these women 
adapt to the culture of Hong Kong. I will also depict their views of Hong Kong 
women vis-a-vis their status as Japanese expatriate wives in Hong Kong in 
order to explore their cultural proximity to Hong Kong. Finally,丨 try to analyze 
what factors affect their degree of integration and adaptation to Hong Kong. 
3.1 Isolation upon Arrival 
3.1.1 Spatial Constraints: Images of Danger outside Japan 
There is a general impression that Japan is very safe and that living 
overseas, especially in Asia, is very dangerous. Although they generally 
believe that Hong Kong is one of the safest places in Asia (other than Japan), 
they are still very worried about the security of Hong Kong. This concern is 
especially acute among those with children. Except two who had traveled to 
Hong Kong before moving here, my informants knew very little about Hong 
Kong's living conditions before coming, and all information they received was 
from official websites，guidebooks, friends and seniors. 
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The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan developed a website''^ to warn 
its citizens of the dangers^® of living or traveling overseas. The website 
provides a great deal of information about dangers, gives much advice on 
overseas safety, and lists cases in which Japanese have been cheated or 
victimized. Alongside the general information such as legislation, climate, 
culture, religion, etc. of a place, dangers of the place are always stressed. 
Guidebooks about living overseas also warned Japanese of the 
dangers of living overseas: 
Although many companies have developed its ‘overseas safety 
unit', and distributed 'safety manuals', it is very dangerous to 
continue to maintain the feeling of safety overseas that we 
experience in Japan. Recently, Japanese have increasingly 
been the target [of crime]. It is a must that individuals should be 
very careful and learn crisis management. (Kaigai joho sabisu 
1995:21)" 
Even in guidebooks of Hong Kong, where Hong Kong is generally described 
as a place easy for Japanese to live, the warning of its dangers is still always 
there. 
Even in areas where there are many Japanese living, there are 
still many cases of theft and burglary, and it cannot be said to be 
a safe place.... Although the transportation is convenient, the 
high-rise building and few people walking will make it very 
dangerous at night...One must be very careful when going 
home at night. (ChikyG-no-kurashikata 2000:38) 
Hong Kong is notorious for its high rent, and companies are willing to provide 
expensive urban housing for their employees. They are unwittingly promoting 
the image that only expensive housing is safe, and discouraging their 
15 The overseas safety website prepared by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan: 
http://www.anzen.mofa.go.jp/index.html 
16 The five most important pieces of advice it gives to its citizens are: 1) to obey the local law and 
respect its customs, because some wrongdoing considered unimportant in Japan might be very serious 
in other cultures; 2) Never go to dangerous places and refrain from going out at night; 3) Don' t carry 
valuables; 4) Don' t believe strangers; and 5) Don't carry drugs for others. 
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employees from going to normal or working class housing areas. An informant 
asked me: 
The rent here is even higher than in my apartment in Tokyo. Do 
people usually live in these high-rent places? I saw some old 
buildings on TV. But they are so old and seem dangerous... it's 
like they're going to fall down...I've heard that old housing areas 
are very dangerous, especially at night, is that true? 
With the fears of the dangers of living overseas, and the fact that companies 
are providing housing allowances, my informants took the advice of the 
companies and live in areas where other expatriate families of the same 
company are living. Because all my informants have to start their new social 
network and fight against isolation with little help from their husbands^^, this 
housing arrangement provided by the companies played a vital role in their 
initial perception of Hong Kong. Some informants told me that they dared not 
go out when they first arrived in Hong Kong. Let us take Mrs. Sato's 
experience as an example. 
Mrs. Sato followed her husband to Hong Kong in late March with two 
daughters who are in elementary grades two and four. We had an interview 
within three weeks after her arrival. Her exposure to Hong Kong was quite 
limited and her friend introduced me to her for some language and cultural 
exchange^®. The school year for her children had just began, and she was not 
yet familiar with how it works. 
17 Unlike the expatriate workers who can go to work and establish networks once they arrive at their 
offices, expatriate wives have no such formal attachment. As suggested by Nakano (1995), the hot and 
humid weather, the high-rise flats and fear of security may cause an expatriate wife to lock herself at 
home. She might choose to stay in the air-conditioned home rather than going out to the forest of 
building (1995:50-53). Since her husband is too busy coping with the new environment and new 
assignments, she needs to break this stage of isolation herself. 
I was introduced to Mrs. Sato, and many other informants, first as a language partner. I approached 
my informants stating that I am doing research on Japanese women in Hong Kong. But since many 
informants want to learn Cantonese and more about Hong Kong, and I also want to know more about 
them, we agreed to meet regularly for cultural and language exchange. Some are quite interested in my 
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Hong Kong is a foreign place for me. Although I know Hong 
Kong is safe, I am still worried. To make it worse, I cannot speak 
Cantonese. I do not understand what people are saying. I 
stayed in this estate because people here can speak some 
English. I only shop in Jusco [a Japanese department store] 
where I can shop using Japanese, or supermarkets where I can 
shop without speaking.丨 have heard that there are wet markets 
and other shops around, but 丨 have never visited those places. 
Mrs. Sato is an example of how some women with little or no overseas 
experience worry about the security of the host city. Detailed instructions on 
how to handle dangers, descriptions of robbery cases, and suggestions on 
how to prevent these dangers reduce my informants' desire to explore the city. 
Images of danger overseas hinder my informants from going to places that 
they are unfamiliar with, and thus unwittingly encourages them to stay inside 
the Japanese community that they feel comfortable with. 
3.1.2 Restrictions due to Role of Caregiver 
In addition to the dangers associated with the physical space，stress 
from the duty of caring for the family also made my informants feel 
handicapped during the adaptation period. They had to help their husbands 
adapt to the workplace in Hong Kong, prepare for the transition of their 
children's education to Hong Kong, and to try their best to ensure the safety of 
the family in Hong Kong. Their perception of the dangerous city not only 
restricts them from exploring other areas, but it is also cutting their time in 
pieces and restricts them from joining activities that require lengthy or regular 
participation. 
Mrs. Sato, for example, escorts her children to and from the school bus 
stop, which is located inside the housing estate and is only a 3 minute walk 
research and were willing to discuss with me their views and thoughts about themselves and other 
Japanese in Hong Kong in later informal gatherings. 
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from her building. She must ensure that her activities end before her children 
come home. 
I dare not let my children go out by themselves. You know, in 
Japan, elementary schools are very near to the home. I can let 
my children go to school by themselves. But now in Hong Kong, 
the school is far away. Even though there is a school bus, we 
need to see our children get on and off the school bus. I can 
only shop when my children are in school. When I take my 
children out, I am more alert to ensure that they are with me all 
the time. If I were in Japan, I can even let them go out to shop 
for me. But in Hong Kong, I dare not. 
As a result of the perception of danger and her worries about her children, her 
lifestyle changed to the "traditional roles" of full-time nurturer as suggested by 
Nakano(1995): 
I have very few friends in Hong Kong, only a few Japanese and 
no Hong Kong friends. I am too busy looking after my family and 
I have no time to go out to meet new friends. I can only accept 
your interview because you can come while my children are in 
school. 
Her fear of danger prevents her from communicating with people other than 
Japanese, and her duty as a homemaker in an unfamiliar place occupied too 
much of her time. As a result, she only had very few Japanese friends, and I 
am the only local Hong Kong person she had ever interacted with because I 
can speak Japanese and was introduced to her by her senior. The danger 
associated with living in a foreign city promoted by the company and mass 
media in Japan restricts her in time, space and social network. 
This kind of isolation upon arrival is not uncommon among my 
informants, especially for those with young children. To make the situation 
worse, they faced not only structural constraints such as spatial and language 
barriers, but also cultural differences that they could not understand. 
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3.1.3 Language Barrier 
Language is one of the most serious barriers that my informants face in 
Hong Kong. Although both English and Chinese are the official languages of 
Hong Kong, the daily spoken language is overwhelmingly Cantonese (instead 
of Putonghua, the official language used in mainland China). 
None of my informants could speak Cantonese before they came, and none 
had thought of learning Cantonese in Japan. An informant said: 
The time for preparing to come is too short for us to learn a 
language. I only learned how to count, how to say "hello" and 
"thank you" in Cantonese from guidebooks during the flight to 
Hong Kong. 
Guidebooks have already stated that Cantonese is the most commonly used 
language. However, because Cantonese is only a regional Chinese dialect 
used in southern parts of China, it is not a popular choice for language 
learners. Combined with their lack of time, many informants chose to improve 
their English instead, because they knew that English would also be a 
common language they could use to communicate with Hong Kong people. 
An informant said: 
Because English is the official language，I think Hong Kong 
people must speak very good English. Although English is a 
compulsory subject in Japan, few can speak well. So my main 
preparation before coming to Hong Kong was to take English 
lessons. However, after 丨 came，I realized that it was not 
necessary. People mainly speak Cantonese. Simple English for 
shopping is already enough. 
Since none of them could speak Cantonese, and they believe that Japanese 
is only spoken in Japan, they could only rely on English. However, the English 
standard of the majority of Hong Kong people is not as good as they had 
imagined. Some could speak English only enough for doing business, while 
some could not understand my informants' English due to their different 
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accent. Many felt frustrated when they tried to communicate with local people. 
As a result, during the first few weeks of their arrival, most shopped mainly in 
supermarkets where there is no need to speak, and used services catering for 
Japanese customers. 
The experience of my informants in this first stage of arrival echoes 
White (2003) that Japanese expatriate wives tend to extend their connection 
within rather than outside the Japanese community. However, according to 
the experience of my informants, this kind of isolation seldom lasts long. Once 
they entered the adaptation period, various changes of views of Hong Kong 
took place. As they learned more about how things work in Hong Kong, they 
were not so worried and could organize their lives to better fit their personal 
interest. 
3.2 Snapshots of Adaptations 
From the interviews and casual conversations with my informants, I 
found there are many symbolic acts that signify their stages of adaptation. 
These acts, which seem very simple and were taken-for-granted by a citizen 
of Hong Kong like me, were no easy task. Fears associated with an unfamiliar 
place take time to overcome, even though the fears might seem ridiculous 
and unnecessary to others and even the same individual after some time. 
However, these acts can be considered important steps of adaptation and 
integration to Hong Kong, since these acts signify new steps in their cultural 
understanding of Hong Kong and give them courage to try more new things. 
In this section, I will give four examples to show how their attitudes change 
with time. 
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3.2.1 Stop Escorting Children: Hong Kong is Safer than Japan 
In the previous section, we saw that Mrs. Sat5 was very nervous about 
Hong Kong and isolated herself within the Japanese community, reduced 
herself to the nurturer of the family, and felt unable to join any activity of her 
own wish. However, when 丨 had language exchange with her again in October, 
seven months after our first meeting, she had changed significantly: 
As time passed, I met more friends. The more experienced 
expatriate wives took me out and guided me around. I learned 
that only parents of Primary One and Primary Two are escorting 
their children, and other parents are willing to give a hand and 
take care of my children when I'm busy. Now I go out more often 
and have many friends. As time passed, I realized I was over-
sensitive. Hong Kong is even safer than Japan. 
We can see there is a very obvious change with time in Mrs. Sato. Before she 
came, she was so worried about living outside Japan that she dared not try 
anything new. She only relied on her husband's company to arrange 
everything for her. During the first few weeks of her arrival, she was still 
worried and stayed mainly within the Japanese community. However, as time 
passed, Mrs. Sato is exploring more about Hong Kong. She now even 
believes that Hong Kong is safer than Japan, which is contradictory to what 
had been portrayed by the Japanese officials and guidebooks. 
3.2.2 ShoDpina at the Wet Market: Differences in Hygiene & Politeness 
Wet markets in Hong Kong are very special to my informants because 
there is no equivalent in Japan. Most Japanese only buy foodstuffs in 
supermarkets and had never been to any wet markets before coming to Hong 
Kong. Even the Kuromon Marke t^ the most famous wet market in Japan, 
19 The Kuromon Market is known as the "Kitchen of the World". Tourist guides describe it as having 
the best collection of foodstuffs from all over Japan. 
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sells only "fresh seafood"^®. All other foodstuffs are sliced and neatly packed 
as in supermarkets. But in Hong Kong, the wet market is a place where you 
can find really fresh raw materials. Live poultry crowing and fish swimming are 
sold and killed in front of you. Pig carcasses are laid in pork stalls and parts 
can be sold whole or as sliced meat. 
The image of wet market among Japanese expatriate wives is diverse. 
Some informants think it is cheap and interesting; while some think it is dirty, 
smelly and unhygienic. Yet, no matter what images they have, most of them, 
except newcomers, had been to the wet market, at least for an excursion. Mrs. 
Ueno, who had been in Hong Kong for almost a year, told me: 
Local people shop in wet markets, but we Japanese usually 
shop in supermarkets. However, it was too dirty and smelly! 
Although I was curious, I didn't go inside until my friend went 
there with me. It's like doing an excursion. We saw many 
different things there, but we don't know what they are and how 
to cook them. It's an interesting trip, but the meat stalls are too 
horrible that I dare not go near them! 
As we can see, Mrs. Ueno finally went to wet market out of curiosity. But 
before she went there, she had been curious about the wet market for some 
time. However, the smelliness and dirtiness barred her from entering and 
exploring it. The sense of hygiene in Japan and Hong Kong is different. As 
she expected the same level of hygiene in Hong Kong, she was disappointed 
by the local wet markets and could not shop there. Although she finally went 
inside the market, she treated it as an excursion, an adventure to the non-
middle-class or tourist-oriented side of Hong Kong. 
Besides hygiene, the degree of politeness is also a source of 
dissatisfaction for many informants at first. Some informants told me 
20 Even though it is called "fresh", most fish and sea animals are already dead. 
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At first, we are shocked and don't understand why the 
shopkeepers and waiters are so rude to us. We are afraid that 
we did something wrong. But then, as we observed longer, we 
realized that they treat everybody with the same standard. We 
learned that it's just the way in Hong Kong. They do not mean 
any harm. 
As seen from above, the evaluation of hospitality and hostility relates very 
much to their images of the Hong Kong standard of politeness and 
consideration for others. So, many of them are shocked or disappointed at 
first when they encounter such attitudes. In Japan, attitudes such as talking 
loudly or halting a conversation to attend to other things implies that the guest 
is unwelcome or the guest had done something wrong. But in Hong Kong, the 
cultural norm is different. This kind of attitude is just casual and does not 
connote any negative meaning for the working class in Hong Kong. The 
service in middle or upper class restaurants or hotels is much better, and is 
familiar to most Japanese. Japan has the world's best service industry, but 
many informants had taken it for granted that the service provided to any 
customers in any situation should be good^\ Few informants expected a 
decline in politeness as they stepped into the non-tourist areas. So, most 
were shocked and worried that something had gone wrong. 
Consideration for others is also a recurrent theme in my interviews 
because many informants are not used to the Hong Kong way of asserting 
one's needs. One informant explained: 
In Japan, we need not ask and everything will be provided. We 
need to believe in others, that they are considerate and will take 
care of our needs. But in Hong Kong, if we don't tell them our 
needs, they don't know what we want. But once we ask for it, 
they are willing to help. Most people in Hong Kong are nice even 
though sometimes we cannot communicate well. 
2i There is even a saying in the service industry in Japan that Okyakiisama ha kamisama (customers are 
gods). 
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My informants originally did not expect there to be any discrepancies in 
attitudes towards others. They have taken it for granted that people working in 
the service industry should be polite and considerate. In fact, they are 
expecting to find the standards they experienced in Japan to be applicable to 
Hong Kong. With different cuKural expectations, they are not getting what they 
expect if they do not speak out. More than once, I heard from my informants 
something like this: 
In Hong Kong, it does no harm to try to ask. Usually, people are 
happy to help once we ask for it. But if we don't ask, people will 
not be considerate enough to prepare it [as the standard in 
Japan]. We must be more assertive and insist on what we want. 
Thus learning this new cultural form helps their adaptation to Hong Kong and 
changes their expectation of Hong Kong, its people and even themselves. Mrs. 
Sato says: 
Now I shop in the wet market. Things there are fresh and cheap. 
And I can even buy things speaking Japanese [although they 
don't understand what I'm saying]. We can communicate with 
body language somehow. Sometimes I don't understand the 
Cantonese price and the old women [shopkeeper] will just count 
the coins for me. Although using the Japanese standard, I would 
believe that they are annoyed; but since they are Hong Kong 
people, I still try my best to ask for what I want. If they were 
Japanese,丨 will have never done anything to make them show 
such expressions. 
As she communicates with more local Hong Kong people in her neighborhood, 
she gets more accustomed to the cultural norm of Hong Kong. She learned 
that most people do not mean harm even if they are "impolite" by Japanese 
standards. She even goes to shop in the wet market, where people don't 
understand Japanese. She told me that she even uses body language， 
Japanese and simple Cantonese to try to bargain with the shopkeeper in the 
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wet market. She believed that she would not have been as expressive, 
assertive and insistent if she had been in Japan. 
As my informants communicate more with local people, they 
understood more about the different cultural expectations. The dirty and 
chaotic wet market image was replaced by the smelly yet fresh image; the 
images of rude and unwelcome people were gradually replaced by images of 
impolite yet helpful people. The images contradict their cultural habits, and 
some responded to these images by becoming more assertive, an attitude 
that is not valued as much as consideration among Japanese housewives in 
Japan. 
We can see that although some informants, like Mrs. Ueno, disagree 
with the standard of hygiene and politeness in Hong Kong, many others 
changed their attitudes and even tried to adjust to fit into Hong Kong. 
3.2.3 Taking the Mini Bus: Learn to Shout 
Another act that 丨 take for granted but my informants take as challenge 
is taking the mini-bus. According to my informants，the public transport system 
in Hong Kong is very convenient, perhaps because Hong Kong is a small 
place. In Hong Kong, there are railways, bus, mini-bus, ferry, and taxF . The 
public transportation system works so well that there is no need for them to 
drive in Hong Kong, although most of them drove while in Japan. 
Taking the railway is very easy and convenient. It has many facilities 
for tourists, such as road maps, bilingual notices and trilingual 
22 Besides mini-bus, the ferry and the double-decker bus are also new to many informants. Not all 
Japanese had the chance to take a ferry although there are ferries in some places in Japan. There is no 
double-decker bus in Japan, and some told me they were very excited and dared not sit in the front on 
the upper deck of the bus. 
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announcements^^. The ferry system is easy as long as you do not get the 
wrong pier. The bus system, though not as clear as the previous two, is still 
understandable if you have a good route guidebook. All these systems are 
similar in many modern cities, and you need only read and follow instructions. 
There is no need to speak. Even tourists staying in Hong Kong for a few days 
can travel without much difficulty as long as they can read Chinese or English. 
Although some of my informants are not fluent in English and none of them 
know Chinese before coming, they can read Chinese characters and can 
roughly understand the meaning^'^. 
However, taking a mini-bus is very different. Mini-bus is a transport for 
locals but not for tourists, and there is no similar system in Japan. There are 
two types of mini-bus in Hong Kong, namely the "red van" and the "green van". 
The "green van" runs in a assigned route, and there are bus stops. You pay 
when getting on it. However, unlike a normal bus，there is no stop-bell. You 
need to shout loudly "Stop at the next station, please!" Taking a "red van" is 
even more difficult. The "red van" moves in flexible route as long as it can get 
to the destination. If there is no objection from passengers, it can bypass a 
large part of the route. Passengers can get on and off anywhere along its 
"route" as long as the place allows stops. You wave it stop to get on it like 
hailing a taxi, but you don't tell the driver your destination until the van is 
almost there. Like stopping a "green van", you shout loudly to stop the van, 
but this time, you have to specify where to stop since there is no "bus stop". In 
a guidebook for Japanese living in Hong Kong, it says: 
23 All notices are in both English and Chinese, and the announcements are in Cantonese, Putonghua and 
English. 
24 Most informants think Hong Kong is the easiest place in Asia for Japanese to live [except Japan] 
because they can read Chinese characters and choose to speak simple Cantonese or English. 
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The red van can be used like a taxi and is very convenient. But 
the most difficult part is you have to shout loudly where to stop. 
In Cantonese, "Please stop at XXX", where XXX is the name of 
the place. However, if your Cantonese is not good, the driver 
might not understand and won't stop. You can try to use English 
"XXX, please!" but the English name of a place is difficult to 
understand.... Shout loudly to the utmost (akumademo 
ookinakoede). If the driver can't hear you, he won't stop. 
(ChikyG-no-kurashikata 2000:84) 
Many informants had ambivalent feelings towards mini-buses when they first 
arrived in Hong Kong. They have learnt about the mini-bus system from 
guidebooks or seniors, but their Cantonese is not good. However as they live 
in the company arranged expensive urban housing, they are living in the less 
densely populated areas where mini-bus is the best transportation method. An 
informant says: 
The van comes almost every 3 to 5 minutes while the bus 
comes every 15 to 20 minutes. I know it is more convenient to 
take a van. But... I dare not... I still wait for the bus. 
Many informants told me they dared not take a mini-bus when they first 
arrived. Some still dare not take mini-bus when we had our interviews and 
gatherings. They told me the reason is because they cannot speak Cantonese. 
But I am curious whether it is the real reason. Since the same person saying 
she cannot speak Cantonese to stop a van is able to pronounce many difficult 
words after me^^. It seems that it is a matter of confidence rather than ability. 
Another reason that makes them hesitate about taking a mini-bus 
might be it requires them to shout loudly. In Japan, it is considered impolite to 
talk loudly or shout inside a vehicle. There is no chance for a Japanese 
person to practise shouting to stop a vehicle in Japan. To my surprise, the 
guidebook used the term "Shout loudly to the utmost {akumademo 
251 joined my informants' gatherings at times, and when one of them asks me how to say something in 
Cantonese, others might also practise and take it as having fun. 
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ookinakoede)". It shows the Japanese attitude towards shouting in a vehicle. 
It is like a challenge that you have to do "to the utmost". No wonder some 
might feel shy and dare not shout. 
The above two psychological obstacles might be very difficult to 
overcome if they are alone. Since they have no experience of taking a mini-
bus, they do not know what is happening in it. They only get the image from 
guidebooks, but the image seems too challenging. Most would choose to wait 
for buses instead of taking a mini-bus. 
Then, how did some start using the mini-bus? I asked one informant 
about her first encounter with mini-bus while we were on the way to take one. 
She said: 
It was an exciting experience. If I were alone, I think I would not 
dare to try a mini-bus. I'm afraid I will wait till it reaches the 
terminus. Luckily since we [expatriate wives living nearby] go 
shopping together when our children are in school, I only 
needed to follow those who were experienced. 
Since my informants are living in a Japanese community, many go shopping 
together. Some experienced seniors will lead the "shy" informants to take the 
mini-bus instead of waiting for the bus. As only one person needs to shout for 
one stop, the "shy" one can try riding a mini-bus, observing others without 
shouting herself. Somehow, my informants learn that shouting to stop is not 
so difficult. 
However, once the above two psychological obstacles are overcome, 
many informants humorously recall their experiences of taking mini-bus, and 
share it among other expatriate wives. Some shared experiences with me 
how many times they had missed the right place because the drivers did not 
understand them. They even laughed at each other's pronunciation and 
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wondered why drivers can understand so many different accents. This form of 
transportation that once caused great anxiety is now part of their daily life. 
One informant even asked me to help teach her daughter how to go to a local 
dancing school by mini-bus: 
My daughter learns dancing in the famous local dancing school. 
She loves dancing but dancing lessons in Japanese has a long 
queue and is expensive. I believe dancing can be taught through 
body language, so I send her to the famous local dancing school. 
She made some Hong Kong friends, although she cannot speak 
Cantonese. 
There is a mini-bus that goes there. Do you think I can ask her 
to go to the dancing school by mini-bus on her own? Can you 
teach her how to stop the mini-bus? 
Her request was to my surprise, as her daughter is only nine years old, and it 
is not common even for a Hong Kong child of this age to travel in mini-bus 
alone. I was surprised by how much trust she placed in the security of Hong 
Kong, since the safety of children arouse more concerns and worries among 
expatriate wives than their own safety. She might have observed my surprise, 
as she added: 
In Japan, it is common for the children to go to school by 
themselves. But Hong Kong children seldom ride on a mini-bus 
on their own, right? Then perhaps I should accompany her since 
this is Hong Kong. 
In her case, even though she is mainly interacting with Japanese expatriate 
wives and speaking Japanese, I could not conclude that she is isolating 
herself within the expatriate community socially or culturally. As she sent her 
daughter to a local dancing school, she legitimizes her action as a mother 
caring for her children's need without limiting herself to the Japanese 
community. However, while she saw my surprise at her request of sending 
her daughter to ride on a mini-bus alone, she explained her action with her 
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cultural identity as Japanese, but then changed her mind to adopt the normal 
practise of Hong Kong. 
3.2.4 Dinning Out and Cooking Style 
Mathew's (2000) work on cultural identity states that "The fact of 
consuming foreign foods...is itself at least an implicit statement concerning 
cultural identity, of belonging to a worldwide cultural supermarket, as opposed 
to a single culture and cuisine" (p.18). It is especially true for people living 
overseas; since most of them face the cuisine of the host country, while at the 
same time miss the one that they are used to. 
Sone (2002) finds that there is a differentiation between "Japanese 
restaurants" and "Japanese restaurants with Hong Kong Chinese staff" and 
"Japanese-style restaurants" in Hong Kong, and some Japanese consume 
only "authentically Japanese" food in order to pursue their "pure 
Japaneseness" (p.84). However, although most of my informants also prefer 
to go to the "genuinely Japanese" restaurants as Sone discussed when they 
dine out for Japanese food, none of them attached cultural identity to this, as 
signifying "being Japanese" as argued by Sone (ibid). One informant says: 
Although the "real Japanese restaurants" are very expensive, 1 
still prefer going to those instead of the local ones. Not because 
I don't like Chinese food, on the contrary, I dine out for 
Japanese food 丨ess than once a month, but 丨 go to Chinese 
restaurants almost every week. I go to the "real Japanese 
restaurants" when I miss Japanese food. It's just the different 
taste that I'm not used to. The local ones adapt to the local taste, 
and I don't like that. 
According to most informants, they dine out more in the Chinese restaurants 
than in Japanese restaurants. Thus, the mere fact that they prefer "real 
Japanese restaurants" to localized ones does not imply that they are pursuing 
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"pure Japaneseness". Rather, I suggest that it only shows their nostalgia for 
their home cuisine. 
Some returnee informants (which I will discuss in detail in chapter four) 
told me that when they were in Hong Kong, they missed the "real Japanese 
restaurants"; but after they returned to Japan, they searched hard for the "real 
Hong Kong restaurants". They missed the taste of Hong Kong. 
According to my informants, they seldom dine out when they were in 
Japan. They usually have dinner at home because dining out in Japan is very 
expensive, and it is considered too luxurious if they dine out too often. But in 
Hong Kong, they dine out very often to exchange information. An informant, 
Mrs. Nakajima, told me during our interview: 
We have welcoming parties and regular meetings in Chinese 
restaurants to exchange information. It might be hard to ask a 
person you've never met for help, but it become much easier if 
we meet regularly to exchange information. One of the key 
functions of these meetings is to meet more people, and it's 
really helpful especially to the new comers. 
She had never thought of having it in a Japanese restaurant. But she did not 
think that choosing Chinese restaurants for welcoming parties and gatherings 
meant that she identified with Chinese more than Japanese. It seems that 
food consumption only operates at the level of convenience and cost. When 
we had our language exchange on topics about food, Mrs. Nakajima shared 
with me the following opinion: 
Hong Kong is a heaven to enjoy dining out. You can have 
delicious food even with a very low price. We’丨丨 miss it very much 
after we return, so we're taking advantage of our chance to have 
it now. It costs only around $30 for us to have dim sum for lunch 
if we can gather enough people. The more people together, the 
more choices we can enjoy and the cheaper it will be. So we 
may have meals with strangers [friends of friends] without being 
informed beforehand, which is not the usual practise in Japan. 
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Mrs. Nakajima gave two very different reasons for having lunch gathering in 
Chinese restaurants. When we were in the interview about the lives of 
Japanese expatriate wives, she legitimized it by giving it a purpose of peer 
help and information exchange. But when we had language exchange, she 
expressed her enjoyment of Hong Kong restaurants and argued that having 
gatherings with strangers was for the purpose of enjoying more choices for a 
lower price. I believe she was not lying in either occasion, and both reasons 
made sense to her. But it should still be noted that her narrative was socially 
oriented in the semi-formal interview but was more personal in the casual 
gathering. 
Apart from dining out, we can perhaps also look at their cooking style. 
Almost all informants told me they cook in Japanese style. When I asked them 
why, all replied me "I only know how to cook in a Japanese style!" Although 
some go to cooking lessons to learn Chinese cuisines, they said they cannot 
do as well as the professionals in the restaurants, and so they prefer dining 
out if they want Chinese food. However, although they cook in the Japanese 
style at home, the ingredients sold in Hong Kong are different from those in 
Japan. If they insist on the same quality of food, they have to shop in 
Japanese supermarkets, which are much more expensive than the local ones. 
As a result, many informants try to adapt to the local ingredients to various 
degrees. One informant says: 
I buy eggs in Japanese supermarkets for fried eggs, because 
the color of local eggs is pale. But for scrambled eggs, making 
cakes, or using eggs without concerning its color,丨 use local 
eggs. 
Many informants told me stories of how they found local ingredients to be very 
strange when they first tried them. A common example is tofu. Many told me 
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that they bought tofu in local supermarkets, only to find that it was too sweet 
for cooking26. They were surprised and disappointed by its taste and threw it 
away. But after they discussed it with seniors, they found that it was just a 
misunderstanding. The one sold in local supermarkets is a dessert and not 
the normal one for cooking. They learned that they have to buy tofu in 
Japanese supermarkets or wet markets, and they learned to enjoy the 
sweetened tofu as a dessert. 
One might think that all these symbolic changes are trivial, and there is 
no drastic change in these women's lives. However, we should keep in mind 
that unlike expatriate workers confronted with a different management and 
work culture, or tourists who explore the exotic and exciting side of the city, 
expatriate wives spend their time shopping and preparing whatever is needed 
for the family. As discussed in the previous chapter, being expatriate wives 
means a break from work and a return to the domestic realm. As a result, 
changes in these trivial daily domestic encounters are the momentum for 
larger scale changes or reform. 
3.3 Evaluation of "Hong Kong Women，， 
In addition to the changes due to relocation to a foreign country, many 
informants told me another new experience for them is to become a full-time 
housewife. 
Despite the lingering domestic ideal in Japan, only 8 out of the 31 
informants were full-time housewives before their relocation to Hong Kong. 
26 Tofu for cooking is sold in wrapped boxes in Japan, which resembles the sweetened dessert called 
Tofu Fa (literally meaning bean curd flower) in Hong Kong. Tofu for cooking is usually sold without 
wraps in wet markets in Hong Kong. 
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Others were employed either full-time or part-time in Japan. Except two 
informants who took part-time Japanese teaching jobs in Hong Kong, all 
became full-time housewives in Hong Kong. Although there is no written 
restriction banning them from employment^?，many do not work due to cultural 
and language barriers, lack of economic incentive (because of the expatriate 
allowances), the expectation of taking a break from work and (for some) the 
discouragement from the husband's company. 
It might be ironic that while Hong Kong is portrayed as a gender-equal 
place for career advancement for women in the Japanese media, and there 
was even a career seeking boom of Japanese women in Hong Kong in the 
1990s, my informants finally meet the domestic ideal to become full-time 
housewives and are freed from employment when they are in Hong Kong. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, many knew that this is only a temporary 
break and they would return to work to make ends meet in Japan. While they 
needed to meet the double demand of family and work in Japan, how do they 
view Hong Kong women who can hire domestic helpers and spend more 
energy on career advancement? 
3.3.1 Many Maids but Few Housewives in Hong Kong 
According to my informants, they saw many maids but few full-time 
housewives in Hong Kong. Many observed that when school ends，those 
waiting outside the school gates are usually grandparents or maids. An 
informant said: 
That is unimaginable in Japan. In Japan, there are no cheap 
foreign maids, so only the really rich could afford to hire a local 
domestic helper. Although some working mothers might ask 
27 The restriction of employment for dependant visa holders was implemented in 1 July 2003. Only 4 
out of the 31 informants came after its implementation. 
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grandparents for help, this is not common because 
grandparents might live very far away. 
Due to difference in immigration policies, hiring foreign domestic helpers is 
very common in Hong Kong but rare in Japan. One in ten families in Hong 
Kong has live-in domestic helpers^®. Nishi (2002) argues that the hiring of 
maid has reconstructed family work, and leads expatriate wives in Hong Kong 
to rethink the nature of housework and their identity of housewives. However, 
I would like put it forward and suggest that realizing the vast existence of 
domestic helpers (whether hiring them or not) and seeing the examples set by 
women in Hong Kong can also trigger women to rethink the identity of 
housewives. 
3.3.2 Mixed Feelings about "Hong Kong Women" 
When we talked about Hong Kong women, the image that came to my 
informants is usually young, educated career women who are free from 
domestic demands. Although they had of course met many less educated, 
lower income women who obviously could not afford to hire helpers, none of 
my informants included these women in our discussion of "Hong Kong 
women". 
Some informants held a positive view of Hong Kong women, and are 
envious of the maid system. As one informant said: 
Hong Kong women are lucky to have maids. They need not 
worry about the family or kids and can compete with men on an 
equal basis. However, we [Japanese women] need to take care 
of the family and thus most could only work part-time. 
28 According to a mainland newspaper, statistics in 2001 showed that among the 2,105,800 families in 
Hong Kong, 212,500 families hired maids. 
http://www.pe()ple.com.cn/GB/shizheng/18/21/20010901/549483.html 
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However, not all informants agree with the practise of hiring maids to look 
after their children, one informant said: 
Hong Kong children are sometimes quite selfish and impolite. I 
have seen a child scold his maid on the way home from school. I 
think children should better be taught and cared for by their 
mother or relatives than maids. 
As revealed from her worries, she believed that working mothers in Hong 
Kong pay little time to their children. She believed that since a maid is only a 
worker for the family and is not respected, a maid is not authoritative enough 
to teach children. However, most informants had a positive view of the system 
of foreign maids. Only this informant expressed worries of the moral standard 
of children in Hong Kong. 
Apart from the hiring of maids and the care of children, most informants 
agree with what they perceived to be the energetic and ambitious attitudes of 
Hong Kong women. An informant said: 
Hong Kong women are strong and are always striving for self-
improvement. While we [expatriate wives] take lessons in hobby 
activities such as tennis or language classes mainly for leisure, 
Hong Kong women attend class after work to improve 
themselves to become more competitive in the career market. 
This is very different from Japan, where women have little 
thought of having a career. 
Although the above discussion of Hong Kong women as young, ambitious, 
well-educated and able to afford hiring maids does not show a comprehensive 
picture of the lives of women in Hong Kong, it revealed how my informants 
perceived "Hong Kong women". It should be noted that most informants had 
only a few Hong Kong friends, and most had no acquaintance with this kind of 
Hong Kong women. This "Hong Kong women" image came from the mass 
media or comments from their husbands or friends rather than actual daily 
encounters. 
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Although some informants are envious of Hong Kong women, few have 
thought of imitating them. It is partly because they believe that without cheap 
foreign domestic helpers in Japan, working women must meet the double 
demand of family and work. Women's energy is diminished and they can 
hardly compete with men. Thus, many tend to identify with the domestic realm 
and derive their importance as a caregiver of the family. An informant recalled 
her experience when she returned from Japan after holiday: 
The home is a mess when I am not here. My husband did not 
iron the clothes and the home is dirty! Men cannot take care of 
themselves and they need us to looli： after them! 
We can see that although most understand and some even envy Hong Kong 
women, they still derive their importance from the domestic realm. 
3.3.3 Missing from the Image of "Hono Kong Women": Obasan 
It should be noted that women most often met by my informants, such 
as shopkeepers, waitresses and sales, were not included in their discussion 
of "Hong Kong women". However, while their image of "Hong Kong women" 
did not include women in the lower end who are less educated and with lower 
income, these women comprise an indispensable part of their image of "Hong 
Kong people". I have heard numerous exclamations from my informants that 
"Even obasan along the street in Hong Kong can speak good English!", 
"Obasan speak loudly in public!", “Obasan in restaurants are rude and I was 
worried that I had done something wrong at first!" and many others. Obasan, 
which means aunt literally, usually refers to mature Japanese women. But in 
this thesis, I will use it to refer to the lower end Hong Kong women such as 
saleswomen, shopkeepers and waitresses whom my informants interact daily 
in wet markets, supermarkets, restaurants and on the street. 
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As discussed in the previous section, many admitted that they were 
affected by these obasan and becasme more assertive. One informant even 
said: 
The obasan in Hong Kong are so assertive and energetic. I must 
try to fight for what I want and don't lose to them! 
It is interesting that my informants tend to regard "Hong Kong women" as 
young, ambitious women whom they might admire, but none of my informants 
try to copy them. On the other hand, although they do not identify with and 
even disagree with some behaviors of obasan, they are trying to copy their 
energetic and assertive attitudes. I suspect that this interesting situation might 
derive from daily experiences. Although my informants admire "Hong Kong 
women" in their stereotype, they had almost no acquaintance with them. This 
is only an image particular in Hong Kong and seems hard to copy due to 
different socio-cultural structure in Japan. On the other hand, even though 
some behaviors of the obasan are displeasing, my informants can still find out 
some virtue and merit from numerous daily interactions. As one informant 
puts it, "People in all cultures are human. They have good and bad points. 
There must be something that we can learn from everyone." 
3.4 Factors Affecting Degree of Integration in Hong Kong 
Although all my informants managed to adapt to and tried to enjoy 
Hong Kong, they had different degree of identification with the lifestyle of 
Hong Kong. Some stress their willingness to interact with the locals and try 
new ways of life, while some tend to stress their enclosure inside the 
Japanese community. 
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It is interesting to note that many informants showed some kind of 
shifting opinions on reasons why they have changed. When we conducted the 
interview is a semi-formal atmosphere, they tend to frame their actions in a 
socially acceptable narrative of being good wives, wise mothers and helpful 
peers. However, when we were in casual gatherings with language and 
cultural exchange, their narratives are not as selfless. They give personal 
reasons and preferences for their changes. This may be because, as 丨 have 
suggested in previous sections, they are employing a non-selfish notion to 
conform to dominant ideologies and promote a sense of camaraderie. 
However, all my informants showed signs of adaptation to Hong Kong, even 
though some did not admit at first but later shared with me how much they 
hade changed. 
Unlike previous studies of expatriate wives mentioned in the 
introduction, I believe my informants are greatly affected by the ways of life in 
Hong Kong in spite of their apparent isolation within the Japanese community. 
The difference between previous studies and my findings may be due to 
different focus, depth and length of study with expatriate wives, since 丨 put 
expatriate wives as the centre of my study but others have studied the 
expatriate community generally (see White 2003，Sone 2002, Befu 2000). I 
found that many factors affect their degree of integration to Hong Kong. These 
include their personal history and willingness to come, their children's ages, 
their language ability of English and Cantonese, their ability to use internet 
resources, the size of the company, and their expected length of stay in Hong 
Kong. Let me explain one by one. 
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The complexity of their personal history and willingness to come was 
explained in the previous chapter. Although the isolation caused by the role of 
mother and language barrier existed as shown in Section 3.1，it could be 
overcome by joining mother's self-help groups to share the burden of looking 
after children, and attending Cantonese lessons. In fact, since many mother 
informants live close together, their children do homework and play together, 
and the mothers take turns to look after them. Almost all informants attend 
Cantonese lessons of some kind, many only to the minimum degree of 
shopping and greetings, but some enthusiastic informants can speak very 
fluently and even prefer the interviews to be taken in Cantonese. 
In this computer age, there is much information and resources about 
Hong Kong and Japanese expatriates in Hong Kong available on the internet. 
Some informants even told me they were upset and felt isolated when they 
first arrived and the internet connection was not yet ready. But once they were 
connected to the internet, they could keep informed with Japanese news, 
explore Hong Kong, ask for help and even look for friends through the internet. 
In fact, a few informants contacted me after I posted messages on friendship 
websites and discussion forums in Japanese. Their stories showed how the 
ability to use internet could affect their degree of integration in Hong Kong. 
Another point I noticed among my informants is that the larger the size 
the company of the husband, the better the support, at the same time the 
tighter the control for the expatriate wives. Informants from large companies 
need to join the Women Association {fujinkai) of the company, do volunteer 
monthly organized by the association and join gatherings arranged by their 
seniors' wives. They had to maintain their status of elite class, and need to 
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observe the norms set by the seniors. Some informants felt annoyed by these 
duties, and one even tried not to live around the Japanese community from 
the beginning to avoid these duties. However, according to my informants, an 
increasing number of expatriate wives are sent by smaller companies, and 
these companies had only a few (or even one) expatriate family in Hong Kong. 
These small companies provide little help to the expatriate wives, and thus my 
informants had greater freedom as they needed to try to solve daily problems 
on their own. One informant from a small company told me that during the 
SARS period, while the large companies sent all their expatriate families 
(except the worker) back to Japan, she could decide whether to stay or return 
because there was no order from the company. I believe since the Japanese 
community is small in Hong Kong, the increasing number of expatriate 
families from smaller companies and their greater freedom will affect the norm 
of the Japanese community. These changes explain some of the differences 
between my findings and that of Nakano (1995). 
The expected length of stay also affects how my informants organize 
their lives. Imamura (1987) studying urban Japanese housewives found that 
permanence is the deciding factor of women's participation in community 
(1987:142). One informant also told me that she would 丨earn Cantonese and 
find a job in Hong Kong if she were to stay for over a decade. However, since 
my informants believed their stay would be short, it is taken as a break from 
their normal life, rather than a start of a new life. 
3.5 Summary 
As seen from the above snapshots, my informants developed ways to 
respond to the discrepancies in cultural expectations. Although there might 
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not be much change in behavior to an observer, and the process of 
adaptation seems natural to any migrant, numerous changes in attitudes have 
already occurred. They are more conscious of their cultural expectations. 
They are increasingly live in what Mathews (2000) calls the "cultural 
supermarket" where people can choose their cultural identity worldwide. 
Unlike previous studies which stress the constraints and control 
exerted on these women by the expatriate community (Moghissi 1999) or the 
company (Nakano 1995), this chapter has argued that these expatriate 
women are active actors in the adaptation process in Hong Kong. 
I showed that many informants find the first stage of adaptation difficult 
to overcome. They were not familiar with Hong Kong, and held on to the 
social value or standards to which they were accustomed in Japan. So, many 
of them were shocked to find that Hong Kong, famous for its service and 
tourist industry, follows different standards towards politeness, freshness and 
cleanliness in everyday life than Japanese. These differences in cultural 
expectations and structural obstacles such as language and time barriers 
reduced their immersion in the local society, which may lead observers to 
conclude that they are being isolated within their culture of origin (see Nakano 
1995, Sone 2002:111 -123). However,丨 argued that once they overcome the 
hesitation and tried some symbolic actions, their perception and 
understanding of taken-for-granted norms changed. They become more 
willing to learn about Hong Kong, and try different things that would not be 
allowed or encouraged in Japan, such as asking assertively for what they 
want, and shouting in vehicles while realizing their strange pronunciations. 
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In the discussion of their evaluation of women in Hong Kong, I have 
shown that they perceive "Hong Kong women" selectively, and believed that 
there is a lack of housewives in Hong Kong. They neglected the obasan 
whom they interact with daily, but glorify the gender-equal situation in Hong 
Kong, and envy the ambitious and self-realizing "Hong Kong women" with 
whom they had no direct acquaintance. However, no matter how much they 
say they are envious, none of my informants are copying these women. 
Instead, they are copying the obasan whom they had neglected in their 
discussion of "Hong Kong women". They are affected by their daily 
interactions with these obasan and learned from them that they have to be 
more assertive and expressive. 
In addition, since they learned from these Hong Kong women and 
obasan the way how a society works that differs from Japan, they are 
increasingly aware of different standards and cultural expectations of both 
societies. They are living increasingly in a "cultural supermarket，’ where 
people are no longer bound to a single culture. Yet, in order to conform to 
dominant ideologies in the Japanese community and promote a sense of 
camaraderie, they still express their rationale for change in a socially 
recognized domain that makes their actions seems out of necessity rather 
than of free choice. 
In the final part of the chapter, I have discussed a few factors that 
shaped the degree of integration of my informants. Since these factors 
change with time, I believe the norm of the expatriate community will also 
change. 
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Chapter 4 After Their Return to Japan 
After 丨earning how some Japanese women live and change their views 
of themselves and their society in Hong Kong, we will now consider whether 
these changes are only temporary adaptations to the situation in Hong Kong, 
or whether these changes affect the women even after their return to Japan. 
A few decades ago, large numbers of Japanese returning from 
extended experience living overseas was treated as a crisis in the Japanese 
contexts, and the debate was especially stormy for kikokushijo (returnee 
children). 
The title of White's (1988) book Japanese Overseas: Can They Go 
Home Again? is already frightening enough for overseas sojourners and those 
preparing for their sojourns. It can also reveal how serious the crisis of 
returnee problems in the Japanese society is. According to White (1988), 
there are three types of returnees, the reassimilators, the adjusters and the 
internationals. Re-assimilators "launder" themselves to try to erase the traces 
of their foreign sojourns; "adjusters" conform, but are less hypersensitive 
about revealing their overseas experiences; and "internationals" are either 
elite who can earn cultural and social capital from their foreign experience or 
non-conformist who are willing to face stigmatization in exchange for freedom 
and personal autonomy. White's classification of these three types of 
returnees revealed a negative view of overseas sojourners. It was assumed 
that there was "standard Japanese" and overseas sojourners would pollute 
the sojourners. So Japanese need to erase foreign influences or face 
stigmatization after their return. 
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On the other hand, Goodman (1990) argues that the public panic of 
"kikokushijo phenomenon" in the mid-1970s was much more complicated and 
might not necessarily be due to "pollution" overseas. He argued that the 
widespread readership of books and articles emphasizing Japanese 
homogeneity disseminate the "homogeneous, exclusivist, conformist, 
harmonious image of Japanese society and they [these books and articles] 
contrast Japan and the Japanese with other (particularly western) societies" 
(1990:3). As a result, kikokushijo were seen as "heterogeneous, independent 
and argumentative" (ibid) because they had lived overseas, in spite of the fact 
that these children are having similar problems as any other children changing 
schools or moving within Japan. Goodman suggested that the "problem of 
kikokushijo" is a discursive manipulation of a self-fulfilling prophesy. 
However, the notion of internationalization has been hailed in recent 
years. Technological advancement has made crossing borders much easier, 
and overseas experience is not as unusual as before. In an era when people 
and capital moves at a fast pace, to what degree does the idea of Japanese 
homogeneity in contrast with other societies still hold? While studies decades 
ago argued that the homogeneity notion made it hard for returnees to 
integrate into the Japanese society, to what degree is it still true today? What 
problems do Japanese expatriate wives face when they return to Japan? Do 
they suffer from serious re-adaptation problems, or is the returnee problem a 
self-fulfilling prophesy as Goodman suggested? 
The following sections are based on fieldwork and interviews with 9 
returnees of expatriate wives carried out in Osaka and Tokyo between June 
and August 2004. First, I will discuss what challenges they faced after a few 
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years' sojourn, and what factors led to reverse culture shock. Then, I will 
discuss how they coped with these unfamiliar culture shocks and re-adapted 
to Japanese society. 
4.1 Factors Leading to Reverse Culture Shock 
Contrary to the studies of White (1988), my informants said there was 
no drastic change in their lives due to the Hong Kong experience. No 
informant told me that they needed to erase foreign influences or face 
stigmatization. This revealed the change in attitudes towards overseas 
returnees over time. Another reason might be that Tokyo, Osaka and Hong 
Kong are global cities that possess certain similar qualities. As a result, the 
culture shock might not be as much as if the returnees are returning to a 
remote village. 
Nevertheless, many told me stories of feeling unfamiliar with Japan 
when they had just returned. And some told me that they were surprised to 
find themselves surprised by Japan, their native society. They were prepared 
for the culture shock in Hong Kong, but they had not expected to experience 
reverse culture shock. Many were unprepared to find that they have adapted 
to Hong Kong but not Japan. 
In this section, I will discuss how the lack of psychological preparation, 
the contrast with Hong Kong, the changes of Japanese society over time, and 
their nostalgia for Hong Kong brought challenges to my informants' return to 
Japan. 
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4.1.1 Lack of Psychological Preparation 
Since my informants are sent to Hong Kong and called back to Japan 
by their husbands' companies, they had little control over when they came 
back to Japan. In return, they enjoyed financial security and many other fringe 
benefits. So, their re-entry to Japan was greeted with surprise, but was 
usually smooth in material terms. 
Many told me that the greatest problem involved their lack of 
psychological preparation to return from the status of expatriate wife to that of 
normal housewife in Japan. An informant said: 
We were only given three weeks notice before we return to 
Japan. The time was too short and everything was in a hurry. 
The packing and documents already occupied all my attention 
and I had almost no time to say goodbye to my friends in Hong 
Kong. 
Although all informants knew they would return to Japan in a few years, the 
return notice was usually not given until a few weeks before the actual return. 
As a result, the time for preparation for return was much shorter than that of 
the relocation to Hong Kong. In addition, my informants did not expect any 
culture shock. They read guidebooks and were informed that they would face 
numerous challenges overseas. However, they did not notice that they had 
changed during their stay in Hong Kong, and were unprepared that it took 
time to re-adapt to Japan. 
It should be noted that my informants were not prepared for the reverse 
culture shock, and they did not pay much attention to the discussion of 
returnee problems. None of my informants mentioned returnee problems or 
the term kikokushijo, even though one informant talked about how much his 
son missed Hong Kong (her story will be discussed later). My informants only 
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treated their shock and mal adaptation as their personal problem. Since the 
problems were overcome in a short time, they thought it was just a normal 
process and none of them thought it was a crisis. This difference in attitude 
towards returnee problems between my informants and White's two decades 
ago help to explain further differences of adaptation strategies. I will further 
discuss these differences in later section, and first move on to another factor 
that caused the reverse culture shock: contrasting Japan with Hong Kong. 
4.1.2 Contrast with Hong Kong 
All returnee informants stressed that they were more aware of the 
differences between Hong Kong and Japan after their return. Since my 
informants had lived in Hong Kong for a few years, they adapted to Hong 
Kong to different degrees. Those who adapted better to Hong Kong found the 
reverse culture shock larger at the time of their return. An informant who had 
returned to Japan for only 3 months, said: 
After 5 years in Hong Kong, I was used to it. But once I returned 
to Japan, I have to face the differences again. It may sound 
strange, but I am not used to how my native society works! 
She lived in Hong Kong for a long time and adapted to Hong Kong well. But 
when she was ordered to return by the company, she was busy arranging the 
return and was unprepared psychologically for the reverse culture shock. 
Since she had been used to the lifestyle of Hong Kong, her return aroused her 
memory of her Japanese lifestyle and forced her to face all the differences 
between the two societies again. Let me give a brief sketch of some 
differences my informants observed. 
Almost all informants mentioned the degree of politeness and 
strictness of time as main source of difference between Hong Kong and 
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Japan. Although these qualities depended on the personality of the individual, 
my informants all agreed that Hong Kong people are less strict in the standard 
of politeness and consideration for others than Japanese. An informant asked 
me whether I was surprised to find that Japanese are very polite. She said: 
I was surprised to find that Japanese are so helpful and polite. I 
had been in Hong Kong for 8 years. I had nearly forgotten how 
polite Japanese are. 
Another informant was surprised to find that I was on time for the appointment, 
and said: 
I'm surprised that you're on time. Hong Kong people are usually 
late, right? I was so annoyed at first. 10-15 minutes isn't 
considered late for Hong Kong people, but we Japanese usually 
would call if anything happens that prevents us from being on 
time. But later, I got used to it, and so I also was late when I 
have appointments with Hong Kong people. 
From their surprise, we can see that they had adapted to the looser sense 
with politeness and time of Hong Kong people. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, some expatriate wives were shocked and felt ill-treated in local wet 
markets. I have also heard complaints from informants (still in Hong Kong or 
those who have returned to Japan) that Hong Kong people are late without 
feeling sorry, or not as considerate towards others. Some informants told me 
stories of how frustrating it was to make appointments with repair workers in 
Hong Kong. The appointment period was too long and they have to wait for 
the whole morning or afternoon for the worker. But in Japan, appointments 
were usually made precisely to within one to two hours. So they need not wait 
very long at home. 
From these descriptions and complaints, we can find that these 
returnees were proud of the Japanese standard of politeness and observation 
of time. Although they adapted to the Hong Kong style while they were in 
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Hong Kong, they identify with the Japanese way more. And once they 
returned to Japan, they immediately returned to the Japanese style and found 
no difficulty in re-adaptating. 
However, my informants do not identify with all Japanese ways of 
doing things. For example, an informant talked about the different attitudes 
towards attention to detail. She said: 
Japanese are too careful and too strict sometimes. We have a 
specific tool for different purposes. For example, we have 
washing bags of different sizes and it is taken-for-granted that 
we should use such bag for such clothes, and we have different 
sets of plates for different dishes. However, I cannot find the 
correct match in Hong Kong. 
Besides, Hong Kong people seem less strict and less 
careful with details. Perhaps because they are more concerned 
with speed, they pay less attention to detail. Thus 丨 learned to be 
okay with a so-so standard. 
Now, I keep the practise of being less strict with myself. I 
had fewer utensils than before moving to Hong Kong. I can save 
my time and money to enjoy other aspects of my life. 
She felt that Japanese pay very careful attention to detail and spend much 
time and energy on making things perfect. This could be a good quality, but 
she felt Japanese put too much emphasis on it. As a full-time housewife in 
Japan, sometimes she felt stressed to keep updated with the latest 
technology and advice on housework. She remembered that since there was 
not as much advice or household equipment in Hong Kong, she did her 
housework to a so-so degree and did not bother to make it perfect. She 
believed that it would be better to have things done with a less strict standard 
and spend the time and energy on what she likes. 
The contrast with Hong Kong was the main source of my informants' 
reverse culture shock. The above stories are just examples of how returned 
expatriate wives compared Hong Kong with Japan. By making these 
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comparisons, they reflected on what they have once taken-for-granted and 
developed ways to re-adapt to the Japanese society. Sometimes they 
identified with the Japanese way while sometimes they refused the Japanese 
way and kept what they had learned from Hong Kong. 
4.1.3 Japan's Change over Time 
Besides the differences they observed when comparing Japan to Hong 
Kong, my informants also found it hard to adapt to the changes in Japan after 
a few years' sojourn. In Hong Kong, although they kept themselves up to date 
with news of Japan by reading Japanese newspapers and watching Japanese 
television, they were not used to the changes within their native cities. An 
informant met me in Umeda (a place in Osaka) and we got lost together. She 
explained: 
[Humorously] I am not a Kansai person! I had been in Hong 
Kong too long. Osaka has changed so much in these few years. 
It's a shame that I get lost in Umeda rather than in Causeway 
Bay [a place in Hong Kong]! The trains are also very 
complicated. I still buy wrong tickets at times! 
She was born and raised in Kansai and she did not doubt her cultural identity 
during our interview. It was natural that she did not know a place where she 
seldom went to, but she felt embarrassed to get lost with a visitor, so she said 
she was not a Kansai person. This embarrassment might also happen to a 
native Japanese who had never left Japan, but my informant felt the 
embarrassment particularly acute because she knew a place in Hong Kong 
better than Japan. Although she talked about it humorously as a joke, we can 
still feel her pressure of not being updated with her city. Luckily, since Osaka 
is a city where things change at a high speed, she is not alone in feeling 
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outdated. Many Japanese from other cities also find it easy to get lost in 
Osaka, so she did not doubt her Japanese identity when she got lost with me. 
In addition to the structural and technological changes，my informants 
also observed some cultural changes. The two main areas are the increase in 
youth problems and the diversity of women. 
For example, talking on phone on trains in Japan is not allowed in 
Japan but is allowed in Hong Kong. When I saw a teenager talk on the phone 
on train with an informant, she said: 
I thought Hong Kong youths are noisier and less considerate 
than Japanese youths. But I was wrong. As you see, young 
people now do not observe rules as we did before. 
When she was in Hong Kong, she thought that being less considerate and 
rule-abiding was a cultural difference between Hong Kong and Japan. 
However, after she returned to Japan, she found that her image of obedient 
Japanese is no longer true. Some youth in Japan are also rejecting the rules 
set by older generations. She now believes that being less considerate is a 
generational difference as well as a cultural one. She believed that the older 
generations of Hong Kong and Japan are different culturally, but the younger 
generations tend to be more similar. As I discussed more with my informant 
about youth, she realized that generational differences within a society might 
be even stronger than the cultural differences between societies. 
Another generational difference (or change with time) is the diversity of 
women's lifestyles. An informant, who is in her late forties and had lived in 
Hong Kong for about 7 years, told me: 
I could not give birth and have no children. I was really stressed 
before I went to Hong Kong. When it's time to pick up children, 
people around would all leave, and they will wonder why you 
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were free. It seemed that all women should have children. My 
husband and I were very upset that we had no children. 
I felt relaxed in Hong Kong because nobody asks you 
such questions! People don't mind whether you have kids in 
Hong Kong. But now in Japan, people also don't mind if you 
have kids. Women's lives are more diverse. It's good! 
From her experience, we can see that there are some changes in women's 
experience in Japan. She feK stress before she went to Hong Kong because 
at that time, women's role was within the family and all women were expected 
to bore children. My informant and her husband also wanted children, but they 
could not give birth even after seeking doctor's advice. So my informant was 
very upset whenever being asked about the children by people nearby. She 
knew that people around just meant to be kind to remind her that it was time 
to take the children from school, but she felt upset and pressured. However, 
after she moved to Hong Kong, she was seldom asked such questions. It did 
not seem strange having no children for women in Hong Kong. 
I believe she felt relaxed in Hong Kong partly because of cultural 
difference regarding asking about private matters, but also partly because 
women's role in Hong Kong does not lie solely at home. Many women in Hong 
Kong worked full-time, and there are domestic helpers to look after the 
children (as discussed in Chapter Three). Thus, women in Hong Kong are not 
bound by the duty of picking up children from schools or looking after children 
at home. In addition, there might be some difference between the Japanese 
community in Hong Kong and Japanese society. Many informants told me that 
employees without children are more likely to be selected as expatriates. As a 
result, it is not too uncommon to have no children in Hong Kong even among 
Japanese wives. 
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After living in Hong Kong for 7 years, my informant noticed that Japan 
has changed after her return. She was no longer asked by others why she 
need not pick up her children. She believed it to be the changing role of 
women in Japanese society. Increasing numbers of women are unmarried, 
and more couples chose to have no children. It is no longer strange for a 
Japanese woman to be freed from the role of a mother. She was shocked to 
find that Japan changed so much, but she was happy with the change. 
In both cases, my informants found that the cultural difference between 
Hong Kong and Japan disappeared because Japan has changed. They 
realized that the generational difference within a society was sometimes 
greater than the cultural difference between societies. However, one of them 
was upset by the change while the other was happy with the change. 
It is natural that a society changes with time. Most changes are usually 
gradual and go unnoticed by the public. However, when my informants 
returned from a few years' sojourn, they brought their memory of the Japan 
before they left. So they were surprised to find the changes and this caused a 
certain degree of reverse culture shock. 
4.1.4 Nostalgia for Hona Kona 
Besides differences and changes that they are unprepared for, many 
informants also felt nostalgic about Hong Kong after they returned to Japan. 
Many said they missed Japan when they were in Hong Kong, but they now 
missed Hong Kong in Japan. Some said they miss the food, the energetic, 
obasan29 and the luxurious lifestyle of expatriate wives. An informant said: 
29 As explained in Chapter Three, in this these, I use Obasan to refer to the lower-end Hong Kong 
women. 
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The Chinese restaurants in Japan are too expensive and they 
don't taste as good as those in Hong Kong. My children also 
missed Hong Kong, so we visited Hong Kong last summer. I felt 
something like "I'm back, Hong Kong!" when I smell the "Hong 
Kong smell" in the airport. 
Some informants enjoyed Hong Kong very much, and they felt nostalgic about 
Hong Kong. One informant who stayed in Hong Kong for five years and just 
returned to Japan for a few months, said: 
I went to Hong Kong when my youngest son was only one years 
old. We stayed in Hong Kong for five years. He is now six and 
he thinks Hong Kong, rather than Japan, is his home. He has 
grown up in Hong Kong and always asks whether we can go 
back to Hong Kong. 
She also said that when she was in Hong Kong, she thought Japan was better, 
but after she returned, she thought Hong Kong's life was better: 
I thought Hong Kong was too small and there was not enough 
space for children to play. Also, the toilets were very dirty and so 
we drank less water when we went out. I also thought that 
people are less hygienic since they eat while walking. But now, I 
realized that Japan also changed. Hong Kong was safer 
because there were many security guards in the estate and I 
could let my children play in the estate. Life was easier and 
more enjoyable in Hong Kong. 
Among my 9 informants, she missed Hong Kong most. She enjoyed the 
luxurious and easy life of an expatriate in Hong Kong, partly because her 
workload of being a mother increased after she returned, and partly because 
she and her children had not yet re-adapted to life of Japan. 
Almost all informants told me that their lives in Hong Kong were very 
interesting and enjoyable. An informant even told me that she was used to the 
frequent expatriate wife gatherings in Hong Kong and felt a sense of loss 
when she had just returned. Their enjoyable recollection might be because I 
am a student from Hong Kong and they do not want to offend me. But it might 
also be because negative feelings about Hong Kong were forgotten. Although 
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only good memories remained, it does not mean that they were perfectly 
contented throughout their stay in Hong Kong. They experienced different 
difficulties and stress during different stages of adaptation as discussed in 
Chapter Three. But after they return to Japan, they can view their previous 
experiences of difficulties humorously, and so it seems that only positive 
images of Hong Kong remained. 
This section has discussed four possible factors that led to challenges 
for my informants' return, namely the lack of psychological preparation, 
contrasting Japan with Hong Kong, Japan's change over time, and their 
nostalgia for Hong Kong, it took time for them to re-adapt to Japan just as it 
took time for them to adapt to Hong Kong. The re-adaptation period provided 
another chance for them to rethink their actions and negotiate with the once 
taken-for-granted cultural norms. How do my informants mediate what they 
learned in Hong Kong with their perceived Japanese norms? 
4.2 Re-adaptations to Japan 
My informants said that their re-adaptation to Japan was automatic and 
it did not take much time before they integrated well into the society. They 
believed that their major problem was the lack of preparation time, and the 
shock was psychological rather than cultural. An informant said: 
There should be not much problem because I'm just returning 
home. Although I changed some ideas after my Hong Kong stay, 
I am Japanese. The problems are very minor when compared to 
those I faced when I arrived in Hong Kong. 
When I asked whether they changed, most of them believed that they 
changed little. Some even thought that they had automatically returned to 
their previous way of life just as if they had never l e t However, when I asked 
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the details of their return, all were able to provide numerous stories of reverse 
culture shock (as discussed above), recall their re-adaptation process and 
share with me their changed views. 
Their re-adaptation was not automatic and should not be taken for 
granted. On the contrary, I suggest that this re-adaptation process gives them 
a chance to reflect on the norms and rules that they had once taken for 
granted. They may identify with the Japanese style and were glad that they 
were finally home; but at times they may be annoyed by Japanese ways and 
would rather opt for the foreign styles that they learned during their Hong 
Kong stay. If they did not identify with certain Japanese norms, what actions 
did they take? Did they reject them and act their own way? Or did they 
conform to their perceived Japanese norms? 
4.2.1 Question the System: Why Should We Act Like This? 
When my informants first returned to Japan, they were unprepared to 
faced reverse culture shock. They thought that they were only going home, 
the place that they feel familiar with. But they were shocked to see many 
behaviors or things that they disagreed with or felt to be offensive. 
For example, an informant told me she felt that it is really inconvenient 
that she cannot talk on the phone in trains. 
I thought it was for the sake of some patients who had 
pacemakers. I thought it was good and considerate. But Hong 
Kong and other countries don't have such a system. I wonder if 
talking on the mobile is so harmful to the patients. It's so 
inconvenient for most people, and the number of people having 
pacemakers should be small. 
Before she came to Hong Kong, she thought the consideration for heart 
disease patients is good and shows that Japanese are considerate. But she 
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now wonders whether the society should bear this inconvenient practise for a 
very small number of people. 
Another informant discussed with me the system of sponsorship 
{hoshonin). In Japan, one needs to be introduced before he/she is being 
trusted. People without affiliation with formal institutions (such as school or 
work) or connections in Japan find it difficult when filling out various kinds of 
application forms from opening a bank account to renting an apartment. 
However, there is no such need in Hong Kong as long as one can provide 
proof of ability. She said: 
I thought it natural to have sponsors. It's taken for granted! But 
in Hong Kong, people don't need to be introduced. So they are 
more willing to try! 
She realizes that the system of providing a sponsor for every application is 
peculiar to Japan. She also notices that this discourages people from trying 
things that they had no confidence in, because they need to explain to their 
sponsor. 
Since not only the applicant, but also the sponsor will be held 
responsible, people tend to give a second thought before acting. 
This system is encouraging conformity. 
She not only notices the difference in system, but also thinks about why the 
system exists and what effects the system brings. By questioning the once 
taken-for-granted system, she discovers a way in which Japanese society 
encourages conformity. 
Many informants told me they had become more aware of the 
differences between the two places and understand both places better. Before 
they came to Hong Kong, they had taken many things for granted, such as the 
manners on trains, rubbish handling systems, transportation time, prices of 
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commodities, the complexity of the mass transit system and so on. But after 
being exposed to a different society that also works, they started to think 
about their own culture as if it were new to them during the re-adaptation 
period. They questioned why the rules were set as they were, and whether 
there are other options. 
4.2.2 Act like Japanese 
Although numerous studies have shown that Japanese are not 
"unique" and there is a great variety among its people, the notion of Japanese 
homogeneity is still popular in Japan. As Befu (2001) says, Nihonjinron can be 
considered a cultural phenomenon (2001:13) and as a consumer good 
devoted to dispensing stereotypes of Japaneseness to a market eager to 
consume such stereotypes (2001:62). It is not a "description of behavior" but 
"a model for behavior" (2001:79), a prescriptive model for how to be Japanese. 
Thus, it might not be as surprising that during my interviews, many returnees 
contrast themselves and their actions with "Japanese" as if they were not 
"norma丨 Japanese". They believe there is a "proper way of being Japanese" 
and they are not taking that way. One informant told me: 
In Hong Kong, we [Japanese] live together and it's very 
convenient for us to just call whenever we have time. We can 
arrange activities very easily, and call friends out casually since 
we're all free. But in Japan, it's hard to meet friends. If you don't 
make appointments beforehand, people feel it's odd to ask them 
out, sometimes they would be worried about what's wrong. 
But among friends who had been to Hong Kong, we can still be 
casual and try to arrange meetings suddenly since we're used to 
that in Hong Kong. 
In her description, she clearly takes the experience of casual gatherings in 
Hong Kong as opposed to the long-arranged meetings in Japan. Although I 
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believe in human relations, there are formal and informal friendships and 
gatherings, she decided to take this opposition of formal and casual gathering 
as evidence how she had changed after her overseas sojourn. She became 
more aware of the difference between those with the Hong Kong experience 
and those "normal Japanese". 
I have lived in Hong Kong for over five years, and I got used to 
the causal way of doing things in Hong Kong. I had never 
thought that Japanese are so polite! Now I know why people say 
that the service industry in Japan is the best in the world. It's not 
only the service industry, but also people's interaction in their 
daily lives.丨 have to be careful to behave politely and not be as 
casual as if I were in Hong Kong. 
Other informants also cite similar experiences of re-learning and how to 
behave like Japanese: 
Hong Kong is safe and going out at night is very common. 
Others will warn you to be careful about the dangers at night, 
but do not think badly of you even if you go out and have fun 
with friends late at night. But in Japan, it's not the same. It's not 
only the physical danger that one might be robbed, but also the 
bad image of a housewife hanging out at night. So I avoid going 
out at night. 
From the above examples, we can observe that some expatriate wives no 
longer act "naturally". Although they still conform to their perceived norm of 
Japanese, they have new understanding of what their acts mean. They are no 
longer taking those acts for granted. They act in certain ways because they 
believe this is "how normal Japanese would act". 
We can see that they are affected by the popular images portrayed by 
the notion of Japanese homogeneity. They realized that they are not acting 
merely according to their will. They are acting their perceived or imagined 
norms of "being Japanese". 
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4.2.3 More Tolerance towards "Others" 
One observable change among my informants is their changing 
attitude towards those who do not conform to the norms. One informant said: 
Before I went to Hong Kong, I thought that those who look 
strange or act strange are all bad guys. Those who dyed their 
hair in strange colors, wear strange clothes, have strange habits 
or act strangely... they are so strange and should not be trusted. 
But in Hong Kong, I met many strange yet good people. If I were 
in Japan, I would not bother to communicate with these people. 
But in Hong Kong, the Japanese community is small and I was 
introduced to some strange people, some are Japanese, some 
are not. I found that they are really not that bad, they have their 
reasons and their choice. In Hong Kong, people are more 
individualistic and value their own choices. It does not matter 
what they wear or what their habits are as long as they don't 
hurt others. 
So even now back in Japan, I try not to be prejudiced against 
them. They are not so strange once I try to communicate with 
them. 
After being outside Japan and having the chance to communicate with those 
who are not conforming to the norms, they have changed their views towards 
those who break the rules. As discussed above, many expatriate wives 
returnees are more aware of the social or imaged norms imposed on them. 
They no longer take those norms for granted or believe those norms to be the 
only correct way. Even though they choose to conform, they are aware that 
there might be different options and there might be persons who choose 
otherwise. They become more lenient to the non-conformists. 
This section has shown how some expatriate wives returnees changed 
after the Hong Kong experience. Although there is no obvious change in their 
actions before or after their stay, there are many changes occurring in their 
minds. They question their once taken-for-granted rules and examine these 
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rules as if they were new to them. By doing so, they understand their society 
better. They mostly chose to conform to their perceived norm in order not to 
stick out, but sometimes they challenge the norm by not abiding to it strictly. 
Also, they become more tolerant to non-conformists. 
Although I only focused on the values that my informants felt to be 
different from those held by "other Japanese" because of their overseas living 
experience, I did not mean that all my informants identify more with Hong 
Kong and challenge Japanese norms. On the contrary, I believe that since 
they identify with most Japanese values and behaviors, the few 
characteristics which they felt uneasy with stuck out and became the focus of 
the discussion of their re-adaptation. 
4.3 Summary 
In this chapter, I have presented how some expatriate wives perceived 
and experienced their return, what caused challenges of their re-entry and 
what strategies they adopted to re-integrate into Japanese society. 
Contrary to the findings of White (1988), my informants did not feel any 
negative connotation of their overseas sojourn. They need not erase foreign 
influences nor face stigmatization. This difference may be due to the scope 
and site of research. With only limited time and resources, 1 could only focus 
on Japanese expatriate wives in Hong Kong, while previous studies derive 
their findings from a larger scope and more destinations of sojourns. Just as 
using a magnifying glass, we need to leave out most parts in order to have 
more details. My research is limited to migration to Hong Kong, an Asian city 
that is greatly influenced by Japan. As a result, the culture shock and reverse 
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culture shock might not be as great if the expatriate wives migrated to other 
cities. 
But still, my informants faced difficulties and reverse culture shock 
upon their re-entry to Japan. The lack of psychological preparation was their 
first obstacle. They are called back to Japan by their husband's company with 
short notice, and since they believed they were only going back home, they 
were shocked to find that the re-entry was not as smooth as they imagined. 
The adapted to the lifestyle of Hong Kong and took a fresh look at the 
Japanese style in contrast with the Hong Kong style. They were also shocked 
by the changes that had happened in Japan during their absence. They 
believed some cultural differences between Hong Kong and Japan 
disappeared because Japan has changed. Most informants were glad that 
they were home again, but sometimes they missed Hong Kong and wished 
they could retain their they had enjoyed in Hong Kong. 
Using White's (1988) categorization, all my informants are adjusters 
who are aware of their decision to conform to the imagined norms. They have 
their own ways to negotiate their situations, and they are affected by images 
of "the Japanese" disseminated by the notion of homogeneity However, 
although most chose to conform to a certain degree, they still question norms 
that were once taken-for-granted. They understand more about their society: 
how it works and why it set those norms. They might not agree with the rules, 
but most chose to conform strategically to avoid trouble. However, after this 
process, they become more tolerant to non-conformists and their attitudes 
towards those rules are no longer the same as before. 
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I found no informant manipulating the "self-fulfilling prophesy" 
suggested by Goodman (1990) in his study with kikokushijo. Instead，my 
informants choose to conform strategically to avoid troubles. With the 
experience of overseas stay in Hong Kong, they gained a point of reference to 
compare their once "taken for granted" culture in Japan. They became more 
aware of how they behave, how they view others, and how their society works. 
They believed that the problem does not lie with them, but with Japanese 
society. Although no informant chose to fight for change or go against the 
norm right after their return, they are supporting the non-conformists by being 
more tolerant to them. I believe, if they identify with the foreign standpoint they 
learned in Hong Kong, they would adopt it when they see the time comes. In 
other words, they are gaining momentum for change. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
The kimono-clad, bamboo parasol-toting, bowing female walking three 
paces behind her husband remains the image many Westerners hold 
of the typical Japanese woman. .. it is still possible to witness such a 
scene of traditionalism and apparent subservience on the streets of 
Tokyo today. But appearances can be deceiving, a fact that is all too 
well known among Japanese themselves. The traditional female is 
rapidly becoming but one of several breeds of women in a society that 
is growing increasingly pluralistic. 
Sumiko Iwao (1993:1) 
5.1 Changing Image of Japanese Expatriate Wives 
In this thesis,丨 have discussed how Japanese women viewed their 
relocation experience to Hong Kong, and how they legitimized their decisions 
and actions by framing themselves in domestic and selfless discourses. 
In Chapter Two, we looked at how misleading the term "trailing spouse" 
could be. When asked why they came, the first answer of most expatriate 
wives would be "I followed the order of the company" or "I follow my husband". 
However, they are not as passive as the term "trailing spouse" suggested. 
With the common practice of single posting, wives were not tied to their 
husbands and could choose whether to stay or move. The company brought 
the relocation forward, but the expatriate wives still had some leeway to 
negotiate and they considered many factors before conning. However, most 
did not mention their decision-making process and only legitimize their actions 
within a domestic realm and present a selfless sacrificing image of a "good 
wife, wise mother". But as shown in Chapter Two, some women came to 
Hong Kong because they wanted to have an overseas adventure or wanted a 
break from work. Alongside the domestic-oriented legitimations that were 
recognized and praised by Japanese society, they had their personal priorities. 
The use of "passive follower" was strategic to promote a sense of 
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camaraderie and conform to the dominant ideology rather than revealing the 
whole picture of the migration decision. 
Unlike previous studies that stressed the passivity of expatriate wives, 
and how they were being isolated and controlled by the expatriate community 
or their husbands' companies, I explored what caused their isolation upon 
arrival, and how they adapted to Hong Kong to various degrees through their 
daily encounters. Although they were handicapped by the language barrier 
and their role of caregiver, they could still choose their lifestyle and to what 
degree they adapted to Hong Kong through their daily interactions with local 
shopkeepers, waiters, watchmen, etc. As shown in the snapshots in Chapter 
Three, they developed ways to respond to the discrepancies in cultural 
expectations. As they adapted to Hong Kong and tried styles that were new to 
them, they challenged some taken-for-granted Japanese cultural expectations. 
Their evaluation of Hong Kong women also showed signs of these reflections. 
Seeing how the maids in Hong Kong changed the role of women and 
housewives, they reconsidered their duties as housewives, and how they 
should derive their satisfaction from their domestic role by emphasizing their 
importance in the family. They expressed admiration for Hong Kong career 
women, but they only imitated the obasan with whom they sometimes 
disagreed. This contradiction could be explained by their reflection on their 
daily interactions. Although my informants showed admiration for ambitious 
Hong Kong career women, they mainly received the images of these women 
from media or others and had no direct acquaintance with them. On the other 
hand, even though they sometimes disagreed with certain actions and 
attitudes of the obasan, they still found certain aspects of the obasan 
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admirable. They found ways of doing things they could learn and copy from 
their daily interactions with these obasa门.However, since lifestyles in Hong 
Kong and Japan are very different, can the changes in Hong Kong still affect 
them after they returned to Japan? Many believed that if the Japanese 
sojourners adapt too well in the host city, they cannot return to Japan. Is that 
still true today in an era of globalization? These questions lead us to Chapter 
Four, the returnees in Japan. 
In Chapter Four, we looked at how expatriate wives re-integrate into 
Japanese society after their husbands' companies called them back to Japan. 
As shown in most similar studies, my informants faced some reverse culture 
shock when they returned. Since they were unprepared for the timing of the 
return notice and the reverse culture shock, many found it surprising that it 
took time for them to re-integrate. However, this process was not very long 
and most picked up their normal pace of life quickly. As a result, although 
some informants adapted to Hong Kong and sometimes found certain cultural 
norms in Japan strange and unnecessary when compared to what they 
learned in Hong Kong, they believed these were personal problems or the 
problem of Japanese society rather than falling into the panic of crisis of 
return. They also noticed that Japan had changed during their absence. 
These changes may eliminate some of the cultural differences between Hong 
Kong and Japan, and my informants have mixed feelings towards these 
changes. Some agree with the changes, while some prefer the new 
generations to keep the traditions. These examples of differences and shock 
gave my informants a chance to rethink their once taken-for-granted cultural 
norms, and these challenges caused identification as well as distance with 
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their cultural origin. While they may sometimes disagree with how Japanese 
society works, most of the time, they still choose to conform to avoid trouble. 
While they are more aware of why they act like "Japanese", they became 
more tolerant towards the non-conformists and waited for a time of change in 
Japanese society. 
From these three stages of migration experience of Japanese 
expatriate wives, we can find that although these Japanese women seemed 
apparently to be passive and only follow the norm, their actions were taken 
after thorough contemplation. The "passive follower" notion was used 
strategically; there are numerous adaptations to Hong Kong and reflections of 
their identity as housewives behind the apparent isolation; and the re-
adaptation and the re-thinking of Japanese society caused them to know 
more about themselves and their society, and provoked re-identification or 
distancing with their cultural origin. 
5.2 Public Persona (tatemae)\/S Real Feelings ihonne) 
From my informants' different explanations of the same action in 
different situations, we can also observe that they selected certain reasons to 
legitimize their actions while tended to keep some reasons private. When 
asked in semi-formal interviews, they told me reasons that are publicly 
recognized, and actions that they considered normal to Japanese expatriate 
wives. However, in less conscious situations, such as having language 
exchange and traveling on trains, they expressed different rationales for the 
migration decision, and shared with me their different adaptation strategies 
and opinions of their cultural origin. 
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The differentiation of the public persona and real feelings was popularly 
known as one of the main facets of Japanese culture. It is commonly argued 
that the obsession with harmony forced Japanese to behave politely 
accordingly to their role to avoid confrontation. The consideration for others is 
so intense that one's own opinion is suppressed. They seemed to be 
dishonest to the outsiders of Japanese society, but in the Japanese context, 
this is the common practice. As a result, some Westerners criticize Japanese 
as untrustworthy. 
However, the practice of separating back stage from front stage is not 
unique to Japanese. It is commonly observed and criticized by outsiders 
because of their misunderstanding with the Japanese culture and the 
tendency of Japanese to think themselves unique. If we believe what G off man 
(1969) suggested, that everybody has his/her impression management and 
distinguishes the back stage from the front stage, the contrast between public 
persona and the real feelings of Japanese is only one of the many versions of 
impression management. As Goffman puts it: 
Sometimes the individual will act in a thoroughly calculating manner, 
expressing himself in a given way solely in order to give the kind of 
impression to others that is likely to evoke from them a specific 
response he is concerned to obtain. Sometimes the individual w川 be 
calculating in his activity but relatively unaware that this is the case. 
Sometimes he will intentionally and consciously express himself in a 
particular way, but chiefly because the tradition of his group or social 
status require this kind of expression and not because of any particular 
response (other than vague acceptance or approval) that is likely to be 
evoked form those impressed by the expression. Sometimes the 
traditions of an individual's role will lead him to give a well-designed 
impression of a particular kind and yet he may be neither consciously 
nor unconsciously disposed to create such an impression. 
(Goffman 1969:6) 
I believe my informants might not be calculating in order to take advantage of 
the situation. They belong to the latter two groups who are conscious or 
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unconscious of their impression management caused by the tradition of the 
Japanese culture or their role of expatriate wives. Many overlooked their 
choices of migration decision, adaptation and re-adaptation during our 
interviews, and only legitimized their actions when questioned. Their choice of 
conforming to the dominant ideology to promote a sense of camaraderie is 
more the cuKural practice of Japanese and Japanese housewives. 
Nevertheless, these Japanese expatriate wives manipulated the public 
discourses to negotiate their private priorities even when they did not do so 
intentionally. 
With this common practice of tatemae and honne, it is hard to conclude 
that Japanese women are more constrained than men merely because of 
their tendency to frame their actions inside a domestic and selfless discourse. 
Unlike American or Hong Kong women who prefer to emphasis their 
individuality or freedom of choice, Japanese women tend to code their action 
within their social role. If we recall how they legitimize their migration decision, 
their imitation of the obasan instead of the career "Hong Kong women", and 
their non-confrontation strategies after return, we can see that they tend to 
present their rationales as out of necessity rather than of free choice, no 
matter they are accepting or rejecting the soda丨 demand. I believe，as Lebra 
suggests, "the difference [between Japanese and American women] lies more 
in the cultural coding of experience than the experience as such" (Lebra 
1984:296). Japanese women, just like women (and men) in other cultures, act 
to their best interest within constraints. Since the constraints of Japanese 
women are different from other cultures, such as the Japanese tendency to 
emphasis harmony and homogeneity, Japanese women developed their own 
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ways to negotiate their priorities by "conforming" to different orientations of the 
dominant discourse at different time. 
5.3 Japanese Women's Agency 
Women's agency had long been a debated topic in Japanese women 
studies. On the one hand, some argue that women are repressed by the 
social structure that prescribe their role in the domestic realm as daughters, 
wives and mothers, and marginalize them in workplace and politics. On the 
other hand, some argue that women can manipulate the system and enjoy 
freedom that men could hardly imagine. However, as pointed out in the above 
section, Japanese women negotiate their priorities in the Japanese context 
that might be misleading to outsiders. 
Iwao (1993) suggests that women are winning an astonishing degree 
of freedom and independence quietly and unobtrusively in what she called the 
"quiet revolution". In spite of the fact that the performers in the public arenas 
are exclusively men, women are dominating in the backstage. Husbands 
admit their reliance on housewives, and housewives exert a large degree of 
freedom in the domestic realm. My research findings echoes what Iwao 
suggested as the "men superior, women dominant" model. Through different 
stages of their experience with Hong Kong, we can see that in spite of the 
notion that "expatriate wives are reduced to more conservative roles and non-
productive domestic realm", expatriate women exerted a large degree of 
freedom on the migration arrangement and adaptation strategies. 
Women's ability to negotiate with the society is vivid throughout the 
three stages of their migration experience. In the migration decision, 
expatriate workers could hardly refuse the order by the company while some 
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expatriate wives had some leeway to manipulate the different publicly 
recognized domestic discourses to negotiate their own priorities. We can also 
observe their agency on their adaptation strategies and their evaluations of 
Hong Kong women. If we recall whether and how they shopped in the wet 
markets and took the mini-buses, we can see that on the one hand, they 
could employ their Japanese identity as an excuse if they did not agree with 
the cultural practices of Hong Kong, but they could also adopt the styles of 
Hong Kong by saying they are in Hong Kong and they had little choice but to 
adapt. While admiring the selected image of the "Hong Kong women" during 
our interviews (perhaps in order not to offend me as an ambitious graduate 
student), they copied certain aspects of the obasan whom they interacted with 
daily. After their return, they reflected on the Japanese cultural norms again. 
They sometimes identify with and sometimes distance themselves from their 
cultural origin. 
It should be noted that although my Japanese women tend to use the 
non-confrontation strategy, such as employing different orientations of the 
same legitimate discourse to negotiate their priorities, it does not mean that 
they are resistant to change. On the contrary,丨 suggest that by conforming to 
the dominant ideology selectively, they are gaining momentum for change. If 
we recall how some women chose to be "good wife" and come to Hong Kong 
instead of being "wife mother" to stay in Japan, and how some women justify 
their changes in value by saying they must adapt to Hong Kong in order to 
survive, while saying they must keep their Japanese style by stressing their 
cultural identity, we can see that they're not conforming to the dominant 
discourse without reflections. As long as we understand how Japanese 
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women employ the tatemae and honne to present themselves, we can look 
into how they negotiate their priorities by shifting the emphasis of the same 
discourses. By examining the underlying stories of their presentation of 
themselves, we may be able to better understand how and to what degree 
they enjoy their freedom. 
5.4 Different Experiences in the Past, Present and Future 
My ethnography of the experience of Japanese expatriate wives in 
Hong Kong is different from those of Nakano who summarized the 
experiences of Japanese expatriate wives between 1989 and 1994 (Nakano 
1995). While Nakano found that her informants had a more conservative 
lifestyle and were isolated from the larger Hong Kong society by living within 
the Japanese community, I found that my informants reached out to the non-
tourist side of Hong Kong and changed their views of themselves and their 
society. 
This difference arises in part as a result of the contrasting personal 
situations and approaches of the researchers. However these different results 
can also be explained by structural changes of the Japanese expatriate 
community and Japanese society. 
The the focus of research, the sampling of informants and methodology 
of collecting data all lead to slight difference in the data collected, and in turn, 
the findings and analysis. First of all, my interest in women's agency 
encourages me to look at trivial things that were usually overlooked by other 
studies. My snowball sampling stemming from my experiences in language 
exchange also affects the data collected, since probably only the more 
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adventurous expatriate wives leave their Japanese-centered world in Hong 
Kong to engage in language exchange, especially in Cantonese. 
The discrepancies between my findings of expatriate wives in Hong 
Kong from that of Nakano's 10 years ago also reveal important social 
changes that have occurred in Japan and among Japanese living overseas in 
recent years. 
One of these changes is the attitudes of Japanese toward overseas 
sojourns in the past decade. Since crossing borders become increasingly 
common, having overseas living experience is not as rare as before. 
Returnees were once seen as problematic merely because of their overseas 
sojourns, but this view is less widely held. Overseas experiences are 
increasingly seen as an advantage for the expatriate salaryman, his wife, and 
their children. As discussed in Chapter Four, contrary to the panic of crisis of 
return caused by the obsession of Japanese homogeneity described by White 
(1988)，none of my informants expected reverse culture shock, and my 
informants frame their problems as personal rather than as characteristic of 
returnees. Some informants told me that one of their considerations of moving 
the whole family to Hong Kong was that they wanted their children to have 
some overseas experience so as to broaden their worldview. This change of 
attitude from an introvert to an adventurer is one of the fundamental factors 
affecting to what degree they are willing to adapt to Hong Kong and reflect on 
their cultural origin. 
Another major source of change lies in women's attitudes in life. As 
discussed in the literature review, previous studies in the postwar period 
showed that there was a domestic ideal for women in Japan, that a Japanese 
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woman's major duty was to become a "good wife, wise mother", and that her 
fulfillment and satisfactions were mainly derived from the domestic realm. The 
reality is, however, that women are constantly changing outside the spotlight. 
As the non-domestic reality gradually gains recognition, lives become more 
diverse, and women are discovering their individual way in career, marriage 
and meanings in life. The focus changes from striving to fulfill the demands of 
the social roles of daughters, wives and mothers, to exploring how to make 
the lives of themselves and their families meaningful. The prescribed duties of 
expatriate wives are weakened, and they are able to try their individual way to 
cope with the challenges of living in a foreign environment. As a result, 
instead of being bounded by the social roles, they are trying to negotiate their 
priorities by broadening and enriching the meanings of these social roles. 
The third source of the discrepancies in findings lies in the changes of 
economic situation and company structures in Japan. In the past, only giant 
international corporations sent their elites overseas; but now, an increasing 
number of small-to-medium size companies are also sending representatives 
to Hong Kong and China. We can expect Japanese expatriate wives in Hong 
Kong will be more diverse, as they come from different parts of Japan with 
different class backgrounds. As discussed in Chapter Three, there is a large 
gap between the lifestyles of the elite class who came with larger companies 
and those from smaller companies, with the latter enjoying less benefits but 
more freedom. I believe this trend of smaller companies sending more 
expatriate overseas is going to change not only the composition of the 
expatriate community in Hong Kong, but also how they live and to what 
degree they adapt to Hong Kong. 
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We do not know to what degree these three cultural and structural 
changes in Japan wni affect the lives of expatriate wives in Hong Kong, but 
these changes all add to the freedom of Japanese expatriate wives, and I am 
confident that we will be able to see more diversity in the lives of Japanese 
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